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Abstract 

The vast majority of the current big data, coming from, for example, high per-
formance high fdelity numerical simulations, high resolution scientifc instru-
ments (microscopes, DNA sequencers, etc.) or Internet of Things streams and 
feeds, is a result of complex non-linear processes. While these non-linear pro-
cesses can be characterized by low dimensional manifolds, the actual observable 
data they generate is high-dimensional. This high-dimensional data is inher-
ently diffcult to explore and analyze, owing to the curse of dimensionality and 
empty space phenomenon that render many statistical and machine learning tech-
niques (e.g. clustering, classifcation, model ftting, etc.) inadequate. In this 
context, non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction has proved to be an indis-
pensable tool. 

Non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction methods rely on a spectral de-
composition of a feature matrix that captures properties of the underlying man-
ifold from given samples, and effectively bring the original data into a more 
human-intuitive low dimensional space that makes quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of non-linear processes possible (e.g., by enabling visualization). How-
ever, the leading manifold learning methods, such as considered here Isomap, 
remain ineffective in their out-of-the-box form when confronted with modern, 
large-scale datasets. 

Existing tools for dimensionality reduction restrict datasets which we may 
analyze. This is because of both computational and memory complexity that 
are at least quadratic in the number of input points. Manifolds from which 
samples are inherently skewed are also highly diffcult to analyze, and a com-
mon point of failure for many methods. In this work, we address and propose 
state-of-the-art solutions to these obstacles common to existing manifold learn-
ing methods. Specifcally, we develop and propose methods which (i) learn 
data in a streaming fashion, i.e. by performing costly decomposition up-front 
to learn the manifold and mapping data points to the manifold in a cost eff-
cient manner, (ii) adaptively learn neighborhoods of a manifold when data are 

ix 



available in highly-correlated samples, and (iii) allow for exact manifold learn-
ing of Big Data with the Apache Spark model in a distributed memory manner 
on a cluster, thereby enabling dimensionality reduction of datasets an order of 
magnitude larger than before. 

We provide numerous examples of our methods on real and synthetic data. 
To exhibit correctness and showcase performance, we make use of both real and 
synthetic commonly used machine learning benchmark datasets. We demon-
strate the practical value of our methods with applications in microfuidics, ma-
terials design and manufacturing, and information retrieval. Here, we identify 
the shortcomings of current methods, motivate the need for solutions to press-
ing issues in the presence of big data, and highlight the impact of our work in 
other domains. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Overview. This chapter introduces growing sources (IoT, numerical simu-

lations, devices, etc.) of large, high-dimensional data and the challenges 

raised (e.g. the curse of dimensionality). Challenges are considered in 

the context of an overview of non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction. 

Some practical applications are provided to motivate the use of such meth-

ods. The challenges discussed broadly fall into two, not necessarily dis-

joint, categories: issues pertaining to the data (e.g. skewness, streaming) 

and complexity (i.e. computational costs). 

1.1 Introduction 

Progress in science and engineering depends more than ever on our ability to 

analyze huge amounts of sensor and simulation data [1]. The vast majority of 

this data, coming from, for example, high-performance high-fdelity numeri-

cal simulations, high-resolution scientifc instruments (microscopes, DNA se-

quencers, etc.) or Internet of Things feeds, is a result of complex non-linear pro-

cesses. While these non-linear processes can be characterized by low-dimensional 

sub-manifolds, the actual observable data they generate is high-dimensional. 

High-dimensional data is inherently diffcult to explore and analyze, owing 

to the curse of dimensionality and empty space phenomenon that render many sta-
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Figure 1.1: Example high dimensional data sets: PubChem [10], Million-
Song [11], Molecular Modelling [12], Flickr1M [13], Hyperspectral Imaging [14], 
Atmospheric Classifcation [15], OPV Design [16], Face Recognition [17], Web-
Faces [17], fMRI [18], Metagenomics [19], Gene Expression [20]. 

tistical and machine learning techniques (e.g. clustering, classifcation, model 

ftting, etc.) inadequate [2, 3]. In this context, non-linear spectral dimension-

ality reduction (NLSDR) has proved to be an indispensable tool [4]. NLSDR 

techniques such as Isomap [5], Diffusion Maps [6], Laplacian Eigenmaps [7], 

Locally Linear Embedding [8] and others [4,9] rely on a spectral decomposition 

of a feature matrix that captures properties of the underlying sub-manifold. In 

contrast, the classic spectral decomposition techniques, e.g. Principle Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA) or Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), are limited to linear 

sub-spaces. In practical terms, NLSDR effectively brings the original data into 

a more human-intuitive low dimensional space that enables visualization and 

makes quantitative and qualitative analysis of non-linear processes possible. 

1.2 Motivation 

Various NLSDR techniques have been successfully applied in many critical ap-

plications ranging from advanced multimedia and scientifc imagery analysis [14, 

17,18,21–23], through molecular modeling [12] to computational biology [24,25], 

and they are among the most fundamental methods for both data preprocess-

ing and analytics [4, 9]. However, many non-linear processes of interest that 
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could be studied via NLSDR produce high volume and high velocity data that 

exceeds capability of the existing NLSDR methods. This is because these tech-

niques scale poorly with the number of available data points and dimensions, 

and are primarily tailored for batch processing [26]. In Fig. 1.1, we summa-

rized properties of several representative data collections to which NLSDR is 

directly applicable. These data sets typically consist of millions of points in 

hundreds and thousands of dimensions. By contrast, the largest data sets an-

alyzed by classic NLSDR approaches usually do not exceed a few thousands 

points [21, 24, 27, 28]. The scalability challenges behind NLSDR have been rec-

ognized by the research community [9]. Consequently, several approximation 

techniques [17, 29–31] and parallel computing approaches [10, 32, 33] have been 

proposed. These, however, remain computationally challenging, address only 

some NLSDR techniques, and lack a systematic and generalizable approach that 

would be applicable to a broader spectrum of NLSDR methods. 

As we continue to aggregate more and more high dimensional data, the 

gap between what we would like to analyze and what we can analyze will 

be growing. Because NLSDR methods remain central to many data analytics 

tasks, there is a need for a scalable and general NLSDR framework that would 

be able to handle massive data collections and streams. If we consider that 

computational complexity of the currently available NLSDR methods is at least 

O(n2), where n is the number of points, and that we are aggregating data at 

unprecedented scales, it becomes clear that new scalable techniques are neces-

sary. These issues motivate the methods proposed in this work. We propose 

novel, light-weight methods to tackle challenges presented by modern datasets 

and a scalable approach to Manifold Learning using a commonly-used modern 

framework (Apache Spark). 

To motive our work, we provide practical examples where NLSDR has been 

shown to be useful. 

1.2.1 Application (FluidFlow) 

As an example, we consider a problem in microfuidics. The ability to con-

trol fuid streams at microscale has signifcant applications in many domains, 
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including biological processing, guiding chemical reactions, and creating struc-

tured materials, just to name a few. A joint team of researchers from Rutgers 

Discovery Informatics Institute and Computational Physics and Mechanics Lab-

oratory at Iowa State University launched a large-scale computational experi-

ment to gather the most comprehensive to date information on the effects of 

pillars on microfuid channel fow. What we found was that placing pillars of 

different dimensions, Reynolds number, and at different offsets, allows for the 

”sculpting” of fuid fow in microchannels [34]. The result is a set of basic op-

erations, or transformations, which may be applied to fuid fowing through a 

microchannel; in order to program the fow. 

This leads naturally to questions surrounding which types of fow confgu-

rations may be obtained using such a set of operations. Formulating the inverse 

problem, we consider the following: Given a set M of fuid transformations, a 

fnal confguration y for the microchannel, an error tolerance e, and some error 

metric d(a, b), can we apply a sequence of at most m transformations from M to 

initial confguration x in order to get suffciently close, e, to desired confgura-

tion y? 

The inverse problem, as stated, gives a combinatorial optimization problem. 
n̂ −1)The number of possible sequences of length m of transformations is m(m ,m−1 

where n̂ = |M|. Exhaustively searching all valid possible solutions quickly be-

comes impractical (in our case, we consider m = 15 and n̂ = 32). A number 

of heuristic approaches exist (e.g. genetic algorithms) that may be employed 

to solve such a problem. Instead, we seek a more interpretable, direct solution 

that is less likely to converge upon local optima. For this reason, we utilize an 

A∗(A-star) search. This approach allows for the exploration of the large, com-

plex search space by considering subsequences of transformations for expan-

sion which seem most promising. In order to do so, we provide a cost function 

for the evaluation of candidates. It was found that a meaningful and effective 

cost function was to consider the euclidean distance between candidates and the 

objective confguration in the low-dimensional space (see Figure 1.2). A low-

dimensional representation was learned using length-2 sequences of transfor-

mations. Candidate solutions are mapped to the space using an out-of-sample 

extension technique. The distance, between a candidate and the desired output 
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Figure 1.2: Length 2 sequences of transformations are applied to initial confg-
uration x. Multi-dimensional scaling, for preservation of euclidean distance, is 
applied to the resulting confgurations to learn a 2-dimensional representation 
of the data. 

confguration, in low-dimensional space was found to be a useful heuristic. 

1.2.2 Application (Materials Morphology) 

In Chapter 4, we investigate the use of SDR methods for the analysis of dynamic 

processes. As a representative example, we consider the numerical simulation 

of material morphology evolution during fabrication of organic thin flm [35]. 

The input data consists of samples from a partial differential equation of two 

variables, which correspond to two fabrication parameters related to polymers 

used to produce the material. Each data point x(τ) is an image representing 

one morphology snapshot generated by complex non-linear differential equa-

tion solver modeling morphology evolution in time. Properties of data gener-

ated by dynamic processes, such as these, present unique challenges to current 

methods for Manifold Learning. In Section 4.2, we introduce and formalize the 

notion of dynamic process data. The challenges faced by current methods in 

this context is presented in Section 4.3. It is our objective to use morphology 

snapshots to learn a manifold that will give insights to infuence the manufac-
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turing of materials with desirable properties. We demonstrate the success of 

our proposed method (presented in Section 4.4) when applied to this problem 

in Section 4.5. 



Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 

Overview. In this chapter, we provide necessary defnitions and background 

needed for the chapters that follow. A general framework for NLSDR is 

described. Such a framework is useful for identifying and overcoming var-

ious challenges in NLSDR systematically. We provide a demonstration us-

ing a common benchmark manifold learning dataset, commonly referred 

to as the Swiss Roll. An overview of common spectral dimensionality re-

duction methods is offered, relating each to the framework and comparing 

results on the benchmark synthetic data. 

2.1 Preliminaries 

In manifold learning, we assume that a given dataset X = {x0, x1, ..., xn−1} of 

n points, where each xi ∈ RD , is sampled from some manifold M of latent 

dimension d, d � D. Note, where convenient we treat X as a matrix whose 

rows are data points; e.g., X ∈ Rn×D . Our goal is to fnd a set of coordinates 

Y = {y0, y1, ..., yn−1} such that yi ∈ Rd and ∀i,j dM(xi, xj) ≈ |yi − yj|h, where 

dM(·) measures the actual distance between pair of points on M, and the re-

lation |a − b|h captures some property between points a and b. Throughout 

most of this work, we focus on the case where | · |h is k·k2. That is, we seek a 

d-dimensional representation, Y, of X that preserves manifold distances. The 

state-of-the-art method for geodesic distance preserving manifold learning is 
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Figure 2.1: General non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction workfow. 

Isomap [5]. Isomap requires a series of data transformations shown in Alg. 1. 

The Isomap algorithm follows a similar series of data transformations as 

other NLSDR techniques, which is depicted in Figure 2.1. In the frst step, 

the matrix X is used to construct a neighborhood graph, where each node of 

the graph is connected to its k nearest neighbors (KNN) in some metric, typ-

ically Euclidean as in Isomap. This process involves O(n2) pairwise distance 

computations. Next, the neighborhood graph is analyzed to construct a feature 

matrix. This matrix encodes properties of the input data that should be pre-

served during dimensionality reduction, i.e. it directly captures properties of 

the searched sub-manifold. For example, in the classic Isomap formulation [5], 

the feature matrix stores shortest paths between each pair of points (nodes) in 

the neighborhood graph, which approximates the actual geodesic distance be-

tween the points. The cost of the feature matrix construction varies between 

different NLSDR methods, but generally falls into the range O(n) and O(n3). 

For Isomap, computing all-pairs shortest-paths is O(n3). To obtain the fnal 

d-dimensional representation of the input data, d � D, the feature matrix is 

factorized and the frst d eigenvectors become the output Y. The cost of this 

step is usually O(n3). 

Algorithm 1 ISOMAP 

Input: X, d, k 

Output: Y 

1: G = KNN(X, k) 

2: A = ALLPAIRSSHORTESTPATHS(G) 

3: D = DOUBLECENTER(A◦2) 

4: (Qd, Δd) = EIGENDECOMPOSITION(D) 
◦ 1 

5: Y = Qd · Δd 
2 

6: return Y 

While Isomap is the method of choice in many practical applications [4], it 
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is too computationally and memory intensive for even modest-sized datasets. 

For example, commonly available sequential implementations in Matlab and 

Python scale to datasets with n = 4000 points. In contrast, datasets emerging 

in scientifc applications, e.g. [14,15,18,19], routinely involve hundreds of thou-

sands of points. 

2.2 Methods for NLSDR 

Approaches to spectral dimensionality reduction fall into two categories; lin-

ear and non-linear. Though the focus of this work is non-linear methods (i.e. 

Manifold Learning), we provide a brief discussion of linear methods for com-

pleteness. To illustrate, both the shortcomings of linear techniques and the ro-

bustness of some non-linear techniques, we consider a frequently used synthetic 

benchmark dataset. The ground truth low-dimensional structure and the observed 
high-dimensional data are shown in Figure 2.2. For a full discussion on the gen-

eration of the data, please see Section 3.4.1. 

(a) To serve as ground truth, points are 
sampled uniformly and at random from 
a 2-dimensional plane. 

(b) Data after applying a non-linear 
transformation to the 2-dimensional 
ground truth data. 

Figure 2.2: Euler Swiss Roll, a synthetic benchmark dataset, is generated by ap-
plying a non-linear isometric function to points sampled from 2 dimensions. 
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2.2.1 Linear Methods 

Linear methods for dimensionality reduction assume the data xi ∈ RD lie on 

a d-dimensional, d < D, subspace. The most widely used linear methods are 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Mulitdimensional Scaling (MDS). 

PCA and MDS obtain basis vectors for an assumed low-dimensional subspace 

that preserves a desired property of the data. In the case of PCA, the basis 

vectors, also called principal components, capture covariance in the data. The 

learned basis vectors are in turn used to project the original data onto the low-

dimensional subspace. 

MDS generalizes the process of PCA for use with other similarity measures. 

Specifcally, a n × n pairwise relationship matrix for n data points is constructed 

using a similarity measure which captures desired relation between data points. 

When euclidean distance is used, the subspace learned is the same as that which 

arises in PCA. Performing spectral decomposition of the matrix yields basis vec-

tors for the desired subspace. For an example, see Figure 2.3a, where MDS is 

applied to Swiss Roll data from Figure 2.2 (see Section 3.4.1 for details). 

2.2.2 Non-linear Methods 

The classic spectral decomposition techniques mentioned above, i.e. PCA MDS, 

are limited to linear sub-spaces. The reality is that many modern data sources 

are the result of complex non-linear processes. Linear techniques are inade-

quate in such situations. For example, even in the case of synthetic data, gener-

ated by a fairly simple non-linear function, MDS is in adequate for uncovering 

the true low-dimensional structure (see Figure 2.3a). Alternatively, many non-

linear techniques have been proposed for various contexts. Each of these follow 

the general workfow introduced in Figure 2.1. That is, from given data, a fea-

ture matrix is constructed which captures some desired property or neighbor 

relation in the observed data. A spectral decomposition of this matrix is per-

formed to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Finally, the obtained eigenpairs 

are used to constructed the coordinates for the data in the low-dimensional em-

bedding. We demonstrate, in Figure 2.3, the application of a few common non-

linear techniques; Isomap, Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), and Local Tangent 
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Table 2.1: Performance of Dimensionality Reduction methods on Swiss Roll data, 
as measured by Procrustes error. 

Method Error 

MDS 0.6565 
Isomap 0.0005 
LLE 0.1229 
LTSA 0.1017 

Space Alignment (LTSA). 

The details of the Isomap algorithm were introduced above. LLE offers an-

other approach to dimensionality reduction. In contrast to Isomap, which seeks 

to preserve global geodesics, the goal of LLE is to preserve local neighborhood 

distances. Like Isomap, LLE requires computing kNN for each data point. It 

then represents each data point as a linear combination of its neighbors. Finally, 

a low-dimensional embedding is determined by taking d bottom eigenvectors 

of a sparse matrix constructed by the linear combinations computed in the pre-

vious step. 

LTSA also follows the general workfow shared by Isomap and LLE. First, 

k-nearest-neighbors are obtained. Next, the local tangent space is computed by 

taking the frst d principal components in the neighborhood of each point. The 

last step is to perform an optimization to align the tangent spaces. 

2.2.3 Performance of SDR methods 

In Figure 2.3, the result for each algorithm introduced in the proceeding subsec-

tions is shown. For quantitatively assessing the learned embedding, and com-

parison among other methods, we include Procrustes error measurement for 

each method in Table 2.1. Procrustes error computes an affne transformation of 

one set of points, X, to best align with corresponding points of another set Y, in 

terms of root-mean-square error. A more detailed treatment of Procrustes error 

is presented in Section 3.3.1. 
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(a) Multidimensional Scaling (b) Isomap (k = 8) 

(c) LLE (k = 12) (d) LTSA (k = 8) 

Figure 2.3: Commonly used spectral dimensionality reduction methods, 
(a) MDS, (b) Isomap, (c) LLE, and (d) LTSA, are applied to the Swiss Roll data. 



Chapter 3 
Streaming Data 

Overview. Learning manifolds, especially from the streaming data, is com-

putationally and memory expensive. In this chapter, we argue that a stable 

manifold can be learned using only a fraction of the stream, and the re-

maining stream can be mapped to the manifold in a signifcantly less costly 

manner. The key step is in identifying the transition point at which the 

manifold is stable. We present error metrics that allow us to identify the 

transition point for a given stream by quantitatively assessing the quality 

of a manifold learned using Isomap. We further propose an effcient map-

ping algorithm, called S-Isomap, that can be used to map new samples onto 

the stable manifold. We describe experiments on a variety of data sets that 

show that the proposed approach is computationally effcient without sac-

rifcing accuracy. 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we address the limitation of classic NLSDR methods and pro-

pose an alternative solution that builds on the systematic study of errors in 

manifold learning. We frst describe a protocol to capture a collective error of 

the Isomap method. Then, we show how this error can be used to detect a tran-

sition point at which suffcient data has been accumulated to describe a high 

quality manifold, and computationally lightweight techniques can be used to 
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effciently map the remaining data in a stream. Our specifc contributions are as 

follows: 

1. We formalize a notion of collective error in Isomap and describe different 

strategies to quantify it using Procrustes analysis. We perform careful ex-

perimental study of the error behavior with respect to the available data 

using synthetic as well as real-life benchmark data. We identify properties 

of the error that can be used to detect when manifold becomes stable and 

robust to incorporating new points. 

2. We propose a new effcient algorithm to incorporate streamed data into a 

stable Isomap manifold. The complexity of the algorithm depends only 

on the size of the initial stable manifold and is independent of the stream 

size. Thus, the algorithm is suitable for high-volume and high-throughput 

stream processing. 

The focus is on Isomap because of its broad adoption in scientifc comput-

ing [16] and bio-medical research, including fMRI analysis [18], clustering of 

oncology data [36], genes and proteins expression profling [37], modeling of 

spatio-temporal relationships in data [38], and many others. 

Isomap provides a simple and elegant way to estimate the intrinsic geometry 

of the data manifold based on a rough estimate of each data points neighbors 

on the manifold. Unfortunately, its high computational complexity means it is 

too expensive to use on any but relatively small data sets, and it is not suited for 

stream processing. Consequently, there is a signifcant demand for an Isomap 

variant that would be capable to learn a robust manifold from high-throughput 

data streams. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we 

provide preliminary information and high level overview of NLSDR methods. 

In Section 3.3, we introduce our approach to quantify error in Isomap, and in 

Section 3.4 we report experimental results showing properties of our error mea-

sure. In Section 3.5, we introduce our new effcient algorithm for out-of-sample 

Isomap extension. We close the paper with a brief survey of related work in 

Section 3.6, and concluding remarks in Section 3.7. 
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3.2 Preliminaries 

If directly and naively applied on streaming data, NLSDR methods have to re-

compute the entire manifold each time a new point is extracted from a stream. 

This quickly becomes computationally prohibitive but guarantees the best pos-

sible quality of the learned manifold given the data. To alleviate the compu-

tational problem, landmark or general out-of-sample extension methods have 

been proposed (see Section 6). These techniques however either neglect mani-

fold approximation error or remain computationally too expensive for practical 

applications (for example, their complexity depends directly on the stream size). 

Here, we propose a different strategy. Initially, we aggregate incoming data and 

process it using the standard Isomap. At the same time, we trace the quality of 

the resulting manifold with some computationally acceptable overhead. When 

we detect that adding new points does not improve the quality of the discovered 

manifold, i.e. the manifold is stable, we drop the standard Isomap and proceed 

with a faster approximate method that is suffcient to maintain the quality of 

the manifold. Our approach requires two components that we describe in the 

following sections: a method to assess accuracy of the learned manifold, and an 

effcient algorithm to assimilate the remaining points from a stream. 

3.3 Proposed Approach to Isomap Error 

To quantitatively assess the performance of Isomap in large-scale streaming ap-

plications we frst need an error metric to determine the accuracy of the learned 

manifold. 

Error in Isomap may arise due to several reasons, including incorrect param-

eter selection and noisy input data. Parameter selection error may be introduced 

by a poor choice of neighborhood size, k, or selecting a sub-optimal dimension-

ality d. Error due to input data can be attributed to noise, missing or limited data 

entries, or a skewed, rather than uniform, sampling of the underlying manifold. 

Finally, there could be the intrinsic error of Isomap itself, for instance due to 

simplifying assumptions about manifold, limited numerical precision, etc. 

While error in Isomap has been discussed in prior work (see Section 3.6), 
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most of these studies have focused on one particular aspect of the error. We 

are interested in understanding the collective error associated with Isomap as a 

function of the size of the input data. Here we present metrics to measure this 

error. 

3.3.1 Error Defnition 

We assume that there exists a function f : Rd → RD that maps each data sample 

yi ∈ Rd to xi ∈ RD . The goal of NLSDR is to learn the inverse mapping, f −1, 

that can be used to map high-dimensional xi to low-dimensional yi, i.e. yi = 

f −1(xi). 

Let the approximate mapping learned by Isomap be denoted by the inverse 

function f̂−1. Let Y denote the data matrix containing the true low-dimensional 

mapping for the samples in X, i.e., Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn]> and Yb denote the matrix 

with the approximate mapping, i.e. Yb = [ f̂−1(x1), f̂−1(x2), . . . , f̂−1(xn)]> . 

To measure the error between the true representation and the Isomap in-

duced approximate representation, we leverage Procrustes analysis, which is widely 

used for shape analysis [39]. The idea behind Procrustes analysis is to align two 

matrices, A and B, by fnding the optimal translation t, rotation R, and scaling s 
that minimizes the Frobenius norm between the two aligned matrices, that is: 

dProc(A, B) = min ksRB + t − AkF. (3.1)
R,t,s 

The above optimization problem has a closed form solution obtained by per-

forming Singular Value Decomposition of ABT [39]. 

We use the Procrustes analysis to measure the quality of the manifold ap-

proximated by Isomap in two ways: 1) A direct method for comparison when 

low-dimensional ground truth, Y, is available. 2) A reference-sample method 

that can be used when ground truth is absent. The asymptotic behavior of this 

method converges to that of the frst approach. 

3.3.1.0.1 Direct Procrustes Error The frst approach requires the ground truth 

reference Y for the low-dimensional manifold. When both X and Y are known, 
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the error e is measured using (3.1), that is: 

e = dProc(Y, Yb). (3.2) 

The error e is expected to decrease with the size of the input sample n. Our 

hypothesis is that e and n have an inverse relationship and e converges to a 

constant value as n becomes larger. We provide an informal analysis to support 

this hypothesis. 

For manifolds with known properties (e.g. volume, radius of curvature, 

etc.), the original Isomap paper [5] shows that the ratio between the approxi-

mate geodesic distance between a pair of samples computed from the nearest 

neighbor graph and the true geodesic distance on the manifold can be bounded 

within 1 ± λ with probability at least 1 − µ, for arbitrarily small values of λ and 

µ, if the density of the samples α is at least greater than αmin, which is a function 

of k, d, µ, λ, and the manifold properties (λ is the bound on the ratio between the 

approximate and the true geodesic distances). Closer inspection reveals that: 

� � 1 
d1

λ ∝ . (3.3)
αmin 

We can relate λ and the Procrustes error e. In particular, using results from 

the Eigenvalue perturbation theory [40], we note that the difference between 

the eigenvalues of the approximate geodesic matrix will be within ±λ of the 

eigenvalues obtained from the true geodesic matrix, which implies that e ∝ λ2. 

Assuming that the data is sampled uniformly and using the result from (3.3), 

the following holds: � � 2 
d1 

e ∝ , (3.4)
nmin 

where nmin is the minimum number of points required to establish the error 

bound. 

3.3.1.0.2 Reference Sample Error In the absence of low-dimensional ground 

truth we use a reference-sample method. The reference-sample method works 

in the following way. Given X, we select F ⊂ X, a reference set, and two equal 
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Figure 3.1: Isomap run on data samples of various size from the Euler Isometric 
Swiss Roll. The learned manifold is compared with the ground truth data using 
Procrustes error (3.2). 

sized sample sets R1, R2 ⊂ X. Next, we create two data sets, D1 and D2, such that 

Di = F ∪ Ri for i = 1, 2. An approximation f̂−1 is learned for each Di and error i 

is computed as the Procrustes error for the two learned approximations of the 

reference set F: 

e = dProc( f̂−1(F), f̂−1(F)). (3.5)1 2 

As we increase the size of the sample sets R1 and R2 we expect the reference-

sample error in (3.5) to behave similar to the Procrustes error computed directly 

as in (3.2). In fact, we empirically show that both errors have similar asymptotic 

behavior on several data sets. 

3.4 Experimental Results 

We present several experiments on a variety of data sets to illustrate the behav-

ior of error using the metrics proposed in Section 3.3. This allows for better 

understanding of the asymptotic behavior of error in Isomap, required by our 

strategy for data stream processing. In particular, our objective is to show that 

the error converges after a certain number of samples are observed. 
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3.4.1 Test Data 

The Swiss Roll data set is typically used for evaluating manifold learning algo-

rithms. Swiss Roll data is generated from 2-dimensional data, embedded into 3 

dimensions using a non-linear function. Specifcally, we have Y ⊂ R2 where: 

Y = {(t, r)|1 ≤ t ≤ 3, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1}. (3.6) 

The common approach is to generate the 3-dimensional Swiss Roll from Y 
through the use of nonlinear functions of the form x̂(t) = αt · cos (βt), ŷ(t) = 

αt · sin (βt), and ẑ = r. This is problematic due to the fact that x(t), y(t) are 

not isometric, i.e. distances between points in Y are not preserved along the 

surface generated in R3. We propose a new data set to rectify this issue, the 

Euler Isometric Swiss Roll. The idea is to substitute the commonly used x̂(t), ŷ(t) 
with the equations for the Euler Spiral: 

Z t 
x(t) = sin (τ2)dτ, 

0 
(3.7) 

Z t 
y(t) = cos (τ2)dτ. 

0 
(3.8) 

The Euler spiral has the property that the curvature at any point is propor-

tional to the distance from the origin. This gives constant angular acceleration 

along the curve thus ensuring that isometry is preserved. 

In order to investigate our approach to error analysis in the absence of ground 

truth, we consider two benchmark data sets: the MNIST handwritten digit database 
and the Corel Image data set. The MNIST database is composed of 70,000 normal-

ized, 28 × 28 grayscale images of handwritten digits ‘0’ to ‘9’. Each image is rep-

resented by a 784-dimensional vector resulting from the normalized, grayscale 

image. Each of the ten digits has roughly 6,000 samples. The Corel Image data 

set consists of 68,040 photo images from various categories. Each image is rep-

resented using 57 features. 
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Figure 3.2: Isomap on two data samples of various size from the Euler Isometric 
Swiss Roll. First, the learned manifold is compared with the ground truth using 
Procrustes error (3.2) to illustrate the behavior of error with increasing data. 
Next, the shared points in both samples are compared using reference-sample 
error (3.5). In comparing (3.2) and (3.5) we highlight the similar asymptotic 
behavior of both approaches. 

3.4.2 Results and Analysis 

First we apply Isomap to samples of data from the Swiss Roll data set. This 

is to investigate the ability of Isomap to reconstruct the true low-dimensional 

structure under the conditions of limited data and increasing data. The obtained 

results are presented in Figure 3.1. Each experiment is performed 10 times and 

the mean error over all trials is reported. 

Figure 3.1 shows that, initially, for smaller amounts of data, the error as for-

mulated in (3.2) is relatively high. As more data samples are used the error 

frst decreases rapidly and then begins to converge at approximately 1,500 sam-

ples. This suggests that the approximation may be learned within some error 

tolerance using 1,500 points, and that additional data points contribute no sig-

nifcant information. It is at this point that we wish to use more computationally 

lightweight, approximate methods to process the remaining samples. 

Next, we consider the reference-sample method described in Section 3.3. 

In applying our sampling method to the Swiss Roll data we accomplish two 

goals. Like in the frst experiment, we are able to investigate the quality of the 

Isomap approximation as data availability increases. In addition, because we 

have ground truth available, we are able to validate our observation that both 
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errors asymptotically converge, in the limit of increasing data. 

In Figure 3.2, we present results for both approaches to error analysis. In the 

reference-sample method we take reference set F with |F| = 100. We start with 

sample sets R1, R2 with 100 samples and increase their size by 100 samples at 

each step. The error between D1 and D2 is computed as prescribed by (3.5). At 

the same time, the error for D1 compared with ground truth coordinates (3.6) is 

computed and plotted alongside the reference-sample error. 

Having gained an understanding of the behavior of errors on synthetic data 

with availability of ground truth we turn our attention to real-world data. As 

an example we consider samples for single digits from the MNIST database and 

the Corel Image data set. For each data set, we determine its intrinsic dimen-

sionality based on residual variance and then run the reference-sample method 

to obtain the error plots for increasing sample size, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

For each data set, we observe a similar behavior to that seen for both ap-

proaches when applied to the Swiss Roll. The error decreases rapidly with addi-

tional samples. As the size of the sample sets Ri approaches around 2,000-2,500 

samples, the error begins to stabilize as both approximations become more ac-

curate. The conclusion we draw from this is that for samples of more than 2, 000 

points, a reliable manifold can be learned using both R1 and R2, which results 

in convergence of the error. 

3.5 Proposed Streaming Isomap Algorithm 

To form a stable, well represented manifold, Isomap requires an adequate num-

ber of samples to learn the topology of the manifold. More samples can capture 

the idiosyncrasies of the manifold surface better. However, our experimental 

results in Section 3.4 suggest that there exists a transition point beyond which 

the quality of the manifold does not change signifcantly, even on addition of 

more samples. This means that once the point of transition is reached, instead 

of building the entire manifold in a batch fashion, we can potentially employ 

a computationally less expensive procedure to map the new samples arriving 

in the data stream. Based on this observation, we propose an out-of-sample 

extension method called Streaming- or S-Isomap that can adequately predict the 
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Figure 3.3: Reference-sample error from (3.5) for the benchmark data sets. The 
results illustrate the stabilization of the learned manifold with increasing data. 

embedding of incoming samples in an effcient manner. The algorithm avoids 

recomputation of the entire geodesic distance matrix or its eigen decomposition, 

both of which are O(n3). While other out-of-sample techniques exist [41], we 

demonstrate in Section 3.5.2 that the proposed algorithm is signifcantly more 

effcient. 
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Algorithm 2 STREAMING ISOMAP (S-ISOMAP) 

Input: Gb, Xb, Yb, xs, k 
Output: ys 

1: kNN, kDist ← KNN(xs, Xb, k) 
2: 
3: for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do 
4: gi ← min1≤j≤k{kDistj + GbkNNj ,i 

}
5: 
6: c ← 1

2 (ḡ · 1n − g − Ḡ b · 1n + Ḡ b) 
7: p ← (Yb 

>Yb)
−1Yb 

>c 
8: Ŷ ← [Yb; p]

¯ 9: ys ← p − Ŷ 
10: return ys 

The algorithm assumes that a transition point has already been identifed 

by monitoring the Isomap error using methods discussed in Section 3.3. Let 

matrix Xb ∈ Rn×D denote the batch of samples encountered in the stream before 

the point of transition. From our previous experimental results we can assume 

that n is relatively small compared to the remaining size of the stream. Let 

Xs ∈ Rm×D represent the remaining part of the input data stream. Furthermore, 

let Gb ∈ Rn×n represent the geodesic distance matrix between the samples in Xb, 

and let Yb ∈ Rn×d be the matrix containing the corresponding low-dimensional 

representations of the samples in Xb. 

3.5.1 Algorithm 

Our proposed method is shown in Algorithm 2. The key assumption is that 

because the manifold learned from Xb is stable, we do not have to recompute 

the entire geodesic distance matrix each time a new point xs is added. Instead, 

it is suffcient that we fnd the nearest neighbors of xs in Xb and use those to 

approximate geodesic distance between xs and the remaining points in Xb. This 

step is realized in lines 1-4. Here, kNN stores indexes of the nearest neigh-

bors of xs, kDist represents the corresponding distances, and gi is the approxi-

mate geodesic distance between xs and the i-th point in Xb. Given the updated 

geodesic distances we can obtain the low-dimensional coordinates of xs using 
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Figure 3.4: Effect of Procrustes error as we progressively vary the size of the 
batch data from Euler Isometric Swiss Roll. The Procrustes error using only 
the batch data set (without our proposed S-Isomap algorithm) is also added as 
reference. The results illustrate that the error due to streaming points is low. 

transformations similar to [31]. Specifcally, we match the inner product be-

tween ys and points in Yb to the computed geodesics. If we denote the mean 
¯of entries of g by ḡ and the mean of all entries of Gb by Gb, then our desired 

inner product can be expressed by c as given in line 6. Here, we use 1n to rep-
¯ resent a vector of n ones, and Gb to represent the vector of row means of Gb. 

Then, by solving for ys, whose inner product with Yb is equal c, we obtain the 

low-dimensional representation of xs (lines 7-9). 

3.5.2 Analysis 

For a single point xs ∈ Xs, the proposed S-Isomap algorithm takes O(nD) time 

to compute kNN, O(nk) to compute c, and O(nd2) for the least-squares esti-

mation in solving for ys, where n is the size of the batch Xb. Thus, its run-

time complexity is O(n(D + d2 + k)) per streaming point. If we consider the 

cost of learning the initial manifold, the proposed S-Isomap algorithm requires 

O(n3 + mn(D + d2 + k)) time to process a stream of size n + m. This is sig-

nifcant because the cost of mapping a new sample depends only on the batch 

size n and parameters D, d and k. Since these are very small compared to the 

entire stream size, the resulting computational savings are signifcant. Conse-

quently, the algorithm is well suited for high-throughput streams. In contrast, 

the complexity of the incremental Isomap [31], which is the other method de-
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signed for streams, scales quadratically with the size of the stream, and it can be 

O(iD + i2 log(i) + i2k) when inserting i-th sample from the stream if no initial 

batch is available, or O(n2 log(n) + n2k) when Xb is given. 

The space complexity of our algorithm is dominated by the terms O(n2) and 

O(nd) due to the geodesic distance matrix, Gb, and the low-dimensional repre-

sentation of the batch samples, Yb. Thus, the space requirement does not grow 

with the size of the stream, which makes the algorithm appealing for handling 

high-volume streams. 
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Figure 3.5: Effect of Procrustes error as we progressively vary the size of the 
batch data set on benchmark data sets. The results illustrate that the error due 
to streaming points is very low, as well as the asymptotic behavior is almost the 
same. 
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Figure 3.6: Timing results for our method compared to Isomap (horizontal refer-
ence line on top). The results are in log scale and demonstrate the performance 
gain achieved from our proposed S-Isomap algorithm. 
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Figure 3.7: Timing results for S-Isomap compared to Isomap for fxed batch size 
of 2,000 points with streaming data. The results are in log scale and demonstrate 
the performance gain achieved from our proposed S-Isomap algorithm. 

3.5.3 Experimental Results 

To validate the proposed S-Isomap algorithm we perform a set of experiments 

to asses how accurately and effciently it maps samples in a stream to a manifold 

learned from a fxed sized batch. 

In the frst set of experiments, we measure the error in the mapping ob-

tained using Algorithm 2 and compare it with the error in the mapping from 

using standard Isomap algorithm. Using a data set X of size n + m, we learn a 

manifold using a batch of size n and then map the remaining m samples using 

S-Isomap. The entire mapping is compared to the ground truth using the Pro-
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crustes error. Figure 3.4 shows the results for the Isometric Swiss Roll data with 

n + m = 10,000. Similar results are shown for the other data sets in Figure 3.5. 

For the other data sets, we use the mapping obtained by applying Isomap on 

full data as the ground truth. The results show that while for smaller samples 

the error is high, the error stabilizes to a low value after the point of transi-

tion. The error closely tracks the error for only the batch portion of the data set. 

This indicates that beyond the point of transition, the mapping obtained using 

S-Isomap is as accurate as that obtained from the standard Isomap. 

To assess the computational effciency of the S-Isomap algorithm, we show 

the time taken by S-Isomap (including the time for Isomap on the batch and 

S-Isomap on remaining stream) in Figure 3.6. The standard Isomap timing re-

sult on all 10,000 samples is shown as the horizontal baseline for reference. We 

note that S-Isomap is able to map the samples in the stream much more eff-

ciently than Isomap on the entire data. Overall, Figures 3.4 and 3.6 show that 

the proposed method is able to map samples in a stream in a highly effcient 

manner without sacrifcing the quality of the manifold. 

To understand how S-Isomap would behave in a truly streaming mode we 

conduct a second timing experiment. Here, we fx the size of the batch to the 

estimated switching point (2,000 for the Isometric Swiss Roll) and then progres-

sively add samples to the stream and process it with S-Isomap. We measure 

the cumulative time taken by S-Isomap to process the remainder of the stream, 

for different sizes. Figure 3.7 shows the times compared with the runtime for 

running Isomap on the aggregated batch and stream data. As previously, the 

cumulative time of running S-Isomap scales linearly with the size of the stream. 

This further confrms effciency of the method. 

3.6 Related Work 

Given the high computational complexity of Isomap, variants of Isomap, such 

as Landmark Isomap [42] and out-of-sample extension techniques [41], have 

been proposed as a computationally viable alternative. Both of these methods 

either use a smaller set of landmark points or approximations to avoid perform-

ing the costly eigen decomposition on the n × n geodesic distance matrix, where 
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n is the number of points in the entire data set. However, they still require 

computing the full geodesic distance matrix which is O(rn3), where r is the di-

ameter of the embedded kNN graph. The Incremental Isomap algorithm [31] 

avoids both eigen decomposition and a recreation of the geodesic distance ma-

trix. However, it requires updates to the geodesic distance matrix that incurs 

a signifcant cost, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. Consequently, the method is 

unsuitable for the streaming setting. 

Errors in Isomap have been discussed in prior work [4], but those studies 

have been typically in regards to selection of parameters. For example, Samko 

et al. [43] proposed measuring a simple manifold embedding error for a range of 

k to fnd the best choice of k. Similarly, an approach based on the k-edge disjoint 

minimal spanning tree algorithm has been proposed to construct a neighbor-

hood graph with connectivity guarantees [44]. In the same spirit, several strate-

gies to assess intrinsic manifold dimension d are available [4]. However, to the 

best of our knowledge there is no prior work in defning and understanding the 

behavior of error that persists even with the selection of optimal parameters. 

We address this error in taking an abstract view of Isomap, providing a proto-

col for measuring collective error, and understanding its behavior. In doing so 

we identify the optimal point where we may switch from exact to lightweight 

methods. 

3.7 Conclusions 

The error in Isomap approaches 0 as the density of sampled data tends to in-

fnity. However, in practical settings, we can expect that after a certain level of 

sampling the error does not change signifcantly. In other words, the learned 

manifold becomes stable if the sample size reaches a certain threshold, under 

the assumption of uniform sampling. In this chapter, we have presented the er-

ror metrics that can be used to empirically observe when the manifold becomes 

stable. In particular, the reference-sample metric is appealing because it can 

assess the manifold quality even when ground truth data is unavailable. 

Equipped with the knowledge of the point of transition, we have presented 

a streaming algorithm, S-Isomap, that can be used to effciently map new data 
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samples to the stable manifold, instead of performing costly updates. The fact 

that the cost of mapping new samples in S-Isomap depends only on the size 

of the initial batch used to generate the stable Isomap, and is independent of 

the size of the stream itself, makes it a very powerful tool to process massive 

streams of data. 



Chapter 4 
Dynamic Process Data 

Overview. Scientifc and engineering processes deliver massive high di-

mensional data sets that are generated as non-linear transformations of an 

initial state and few process parameters. Mapping such data to a low-

dimensional manifold facilitates better understanding of the underlying 

processes, and enables their optimization. In this chapter, we frst show 

that off-the-shelf non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction methods fail 

for such data, primarily due to the presence of strong temporal correla-

tions. Then, we propose a novel method, Entropy-Isomap, to address the 

issue. We provide experimental results on both real and synthetic data to 

demonstrate the success of our method. 

4.1 Introduction 

While non-linear processes which generate observed data can be characterized 

by low-dimensional sub-manifolds, the actual observable data they generate is 

high-dimensional. This fact means that the resulting data can be represented 

more concisely by using a latent state, and more importantly, that physical pro-

cesses described by the observed data might be better understood by discover-

ing their underlying low dimensionality. 

Our focus in this work is on the second point, specifcally, we propose a 

novel method for dimensionality reduction of process data. Here, process data 
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means any data that represents evolution of some process states over time (see 

for example Fig. 4.1). While such data are ubiquitous, they are challenging for 

current dimensionality reduction techniques. This is because the input data sets 

are large, as each sample of a process delivers a time series of high dimensional 

points, the underlying processes are highly non-linear, which rules out many 

methods that otherwise would be computationally feasible, and fnally, the in-

dividual data points are sampled in a highly correlated way, which can easily 

confuse many dimensionality reduction techniques. 

In the chapter 3, we have developed S-Isomap, a spectral dimensionality re-

duction technique for non-linear big data streams [45] that addresses two of the 

above challenges. The method can effciently and reliably handle large non-

linear data sets, but assumes that the input data is weakly correlated. Conse-

quently, it fails when applied directly to process data. S-Isomap has been de-

rived from the standard Isomap algorithm [5], which is frequently used and 

favored in the scientifc computing data analysis [9, 16, 46–49]. Unfortunately, 

while there is some prior work on applying Isomap to spatio-temporal data [38], 

the focus has been on segmentation of data trajectories rather than discovering 

a continuous latent state. To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no 

spectral methods that can handle high-dimensional process data. 

The current work is motivated by the need to analyze massive and high-

dimensional data sets generated from highly non-linear differential equations 

modeling material morphology evolution during fabrication process of organic 

thin flms (see Section 4.5.1). The fabrication of organic thin flms is a key fac-

tor controlling properties of organic electronics, including transistors, batteries, 

and displays, but is computationally expensive and diffcult to model precisely. 

Depending on the fabrication parameters, different process trajectories are pos-

sible, leading to different material properties. Scientists and engineers are in-

terested in using dimensionality reduction on the resulting big data to explore 

the material design space, and optimize the fabrication to make devices with 

desired properties. 

In this chapter, we show that linear techniques (e.g. Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) [50]) overestimate the latent dimension of the process, and that 

methods that assume uniformity in sampling, including non-linear strategies, 
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fail due to the highly correlated nature of process data. We hypothesize that 

the poor performance of non-linear techniques is related to a lack of mixing (or 

cross-talk) between different trajectories of a process, and present remedy based 

on data resampling. Our main contribution is the concept of neighborhood entropy 
of a point, which indicates mixing between process trajectories. We use neigh-

borhood entropy to adaptively size the neighborhoods when computing the 

geodesic distance approximation in Isomap. The resulting dimensionality re-

duction method is both easy to implement and effective, and could likely be ex-

tended to other spectral dimensionality reduction approaches. The source code 

and extended version of this paper is available from: https://gitlab.com/SCoRe-
Group/Entropy-Isomap. 

4.2 Dynamic Process Data 

When dataset X ∈ RD represents a dynamic process, points in X are partitioned 

into T trajectories, Γ1, Γ2,..., ΓT. Each trajectory ΓI is given by a τ-parameterized 

sequence of mI data points. In other words, ΓI = (xI (τ1), xI (τ2),. . . , xI(τmI )), 

where τi < τj when i < j. Parameter τ usually denotes time, and trajectory ΓI 

can be a function of one or more additional parameters. 

In this work, we investigate the use of SDR methods in the analysis of dy-

namic processes. As a representative example, we use numerical simulation of 

material morphology evolution during fabrication of organic thin flm [35]. The 

input data consists of trajectories Γ = Γ(φ, χ), where each trajectory is a func-

tion of two variables corresponding to two fabrication parameters (see Fig. 4.1): 

φ, which denotes blend ratio of polymers making organic flm, and χ, which de-

notes strength of interaction between these polymers. Each data point x(τ) is an 

image representing one morphology snapshot generated by complex non-linear 

differential equation solver modeling morphology evolution in time. Each im-

age is then represented by a high-dimensional vector in RD, obtained by simple 

processing of image pixels. Example morphologies from selected trajectories 

are shown in Fig. 4.1, and we give detailed description of the data and the data 

generation process in Section 4.5. 

The main challenge in analyzing the temporal morphology evolution data 

https://gitlab.com/SCoRe
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Γ1 = Γ(φ = 0.6, χ = 2.2) 

Γ2 = Γ(φ = 0.6, χ = 3.0) 

Γ3 = Γ(φ = 0.5, χ = 3.0) 

Time step 0 Time step 20 Time step 80 Time step 150 

Figure 4.1: Sample of high-dimensional dynamic process data with three tra-
jectories and 12 points. Each trajectory ΓI corresponds to different variant of 
organic thin flm fabrication process (described by parameters φ and χ). Each 
image is a high-dimensional point capturing material morphology (different 
colors represent different types of polymer making the material). Each trajec-
tory describes morphology evolution over time. (Please view in color). 

comes from the inherent bias in the exploration of possible states of the fabrica-

tion process. In the essence, sampling in τ (i.e., time) is commonly unbalanced 

meaning much more dense than in parameters φ or χ. This is because the com-

putational cost of executing solver to generate a single trajectory (i.e., sampling 

in τ) is prohibitive to allow for the exhaustive sampling in the space formed by 

parameters φ and χ. Furthermore, data points in the same trajectory have high 

temporal correlation, which is refective of how morphologies evolve. These 

factors strongly infuence connectivity of the neighborhood graph, G, and in 

turn affect approximation of the manifold distances. 

4.3 Challenges in Using SDR with Dynamic Process 

Data 

The standard off-the-shelf approach to perform dimensionality reduction on 

large data is PCA. However, if the method is applied without taking into consid-

eration the underlying assumption of data linearity, it delivers highly mislead-

ing results. Here we study effectiveness of both PCA and Isomap when dealing 

with dynamic process data. 

4.3.1 Effectiveness of State of the Art SDR Methods 

A reliable way of determining the quality of the low dimensional representation 

(mapping) produced by each method is to compare the original data X in RD 
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with the mapped data Y in Rd , by computing the residual variance. The process 

of computing residual variance for PCA differs from Isomap, but the values are 

directly comparable. 

In PCA, each principal component (PC) explains a fraction of the total vari-

ance in the dataset. If we consider λi as the eigenvalue corresponding to the 

ith PC and |Λ| as the total energy in the spectrum, i.e., |Λ| = ∑i
D 
=1 λi, then the 

variance explained by the ith PC can be computed as λi . The residual variance |Λ|
can be calculated as: 

d λiR = 1 − ∑ . (4.1)|Λ|i=1 

In the Isomap setting, residual variance is computed by comparing the ap-

proximate pairwise geodesic distances, computed in G represented by matrix 

DG (recall that G is a neighborhood graph), to the pairwise distances of the 

mapped data Y, represented by matrix DY: 

R = 1 − ρ(DG, DY)
2. (4.2) 

Here, ρ is the standard linear correlation coeffcient, taken over all entries of DG 

and DY. 

In the frst step of our analysis, we compared the residual variance obtained 

using PCA and Isomap on the material morphology evolution process data (see 

Sections 4.2 and 4.5) consisting of six different trajectories, each trajectory corre-

sponding to a unique confguration of pair φ and χ. Figure 4.2 summarizes our 

fndings for PCA and Isomap. From the fgure, we can see that PCA in unable 

to learn an effective low-dimensional mapping. In fact, while Isomap is able to 

explain about 70% of the variance using 3 dimensions, PCA requires more than 

9 dimensions. Here we note that the ability to explain most of the information 

in the data in two or three dimensions is highly desired by domain experts as it 

permits data visualization and exploratory analysis. 

To visualize the data, we used both PCA and Isomap to map the data to 

d = 3 dimensions. The results are shown in Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b. With PCA, we 

observe that the frst component describes the time aspect of process evolution 

(see extended version of this paper). However, the PCA visualization does not 
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Figure 4.2: Isomap and PCA run on data with six trajectories for χ = 3.0 and 
φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6}. The quality of the Isomap manifold and 
PCA subspace are assessed using residual variance. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.3: Six trajectories with fxed χ = 3.0 and variable φ ∈ 
{0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6} were selected to learn mapping and transform 
the data to 3-dimensions using (a) PCA (b) Isomap with k = 8 (c) Isomap with 
k = 8 using only the frst 30 time steps of each pathway. (Please view in color). 

offer additional insights into the process, which we attribute primarily to the 

PCA’s inability to capture non-linearities. 

Since Isomap outperforms PCA, in terms of residual variance, it is expected 

that 3-dimensional data obtained from Isomap would offer more meaningful in-

sights. However, as shown in Figure 4.3b, trajectories diverge from one another 

in 3-dimensions, leaving no reasonable interpretation of the empty space. This 

indicates that the standard application of Isomap is inadequate when working 

with parameterized high-dimensional time series data. We obtain equally un-

satisfactory results with other methods, including t-SNE and LLE [8, 51]. 
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4.3.2 Standard Isomap and Dynamic Process Data 

To further study the reason behind Isomap performance, we focus on the ini-

tial stage of the trajectories, where the morphologies are expected to evolve in a 

similar fashion. This is refected in the Isomap visualization in Fig. 4.3b, where 

all trajectories appear to start from a common point in the 3-dimensional space 

and then diverge. We applied Isomap on only the early stage data represented 

by the frst 30 time steps of each trajectory (threshold selected by the domain ex-

pert). The results are shown in Fig. 4.3c, where we can clearly observe that the 

early data points for all trajectories cluster together before quickly diverging. 

We observe that the early data points for all trajectories cluster together before 

quickly diverging. This leads us to the frst key observation: When dealing with 

dynamic process data, in which the data points exhibit a strong temporal cor-

relation within the trajectory to which they belong, but are different from data 

points that belong to other trajectories, Isomap cannot capture the relationships 

across different trajectories. Thus, the resulting mapping is dominated by the 

time dimension, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3b. This behavior can be attributed to 

the k-NN selection. To better illustrate the point, we consider the matrix, DX, 

containing the distance between every pair of points, with rows and columns 

ordered by trajectory and time. If we modify this matrix so the same row or-

dering is retained, but instead each row contains the sorted distances of the 

corresponding point to all points in the dataset, and the trajectory to which they 

belong, we make an important observation. What we see is that for the majority 

of the points, the frst several nearest neighbors are always from the same tra-

jectory. This is problematic, because the ability of Isomap to learn an accurate 

description of the underlying manifold, depends on how well the neighborhood 

matrix captures the relationship across the trajectories. We refer to this relation-

ship as cross-talk, or mixing among the trajectories. For any given point, the 

desired effect would be that the nearest neighborhood set contains points from 

multiple trajectories. However, the sorted neighborhood matrix indicates a lack 

of mixing, which essentially means that the Isomap algorithm does not consider 

information from other trajectories, when learning the shape of the manifold in 

the neighborhood of one trajectory. 
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(a) Pairwise distance matrix for all data (b) Distance matrix with rows grouped 
grouped by φ and ordered by time step by φ and ordered by time step. Entries 
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along the main diagonal denote inter- from xi and colored according with their 
point distances within a fxed φ-value φ value. Clusters of similar color nearest 
trajectory. Off-diagonal subblocks high- the left edge refect k-NN having com-
light distance between points lying on mon φ-value for suffciently large k. 
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Figure 4.4: Pairwise distances of all points points with χ = 3.0 and from six tra-
jectories for φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6} visualized in two ways. (Please 
view in color). 

4.3.3 Quantifying Trajectory Mixing 

To better assess the quality of neighborhoods and understand the mixing of 

trajectories, we use the information-theoretic notion of entropy. For a given 

point x, let pi be the fraction of k closest neighbors of x that lie on the trajectory 

Γi. Then, the entropy of the k-neighborhood of point x is calculated as: 

Hx
k = ∑ −pi log2 pi (4.3) 

pi 6=0 

Similarly, we can defne the k-neighborhood entropy for a trajectory Γ, as the 

average of k-neighborhood entropy for all points on Γ. 

When the neighborhood entropy of a point is high, its nearest neighbors 

are uniformly distributed across all trajectories (high level of mixing). On the 

other hand, if the entropy of a point is low, its nearest neighbors mostly lie on 

a single trajectory (low level of mixing). Thus, neighborhood entropy measures 
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the mixing level across the trajectories, for a given neighborhood size, k. 
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Figure 4.5: Neighborhood entropy of different trajectories as a function of k 
(χ = 3.0 and φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6}). 

4.3.4 Strategies for Inducing Trajectory Mixing 

One simple way to induce more trajectory mixing is to increase k, since this 

would increase the neighborhood entropy of the points. In considering the av-

erage neighborhood entropy for each of six trajectories for various values of k, 

we fnd that the neighborhood entropy increases linearly with k. Thus, for a 

small value of k, Isomap is unable to obtain a meaningful low-dimensional rep-

resentation, as evident in using standard Isomap, as discussed above, where k 
was set to 8. In contrast, using large k could result in the desired level of trajec-

tory mixing. However, as discussed in the Isomap paper [5], the approximation 

error between the true Geodesic distance on the manifold between a pair of 

points and the approximate distance calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm is in-

versely related to k. For large k, Isomap is essentially reduced to PCA, and is 

unable to capture the nonlinearities in the underlying manifold. 

Another strategy to induce trajectory mixing is subsampling, i.e., selecting a 

subset of points from a given trajectory. However, this would result in reduction 

of the data, which yields poor results. Alternatively we could use skipping in the 

neighborhood selection, i.e., for a given point, skip the s nearest points before 

including points in the neighborhood. Unfortunately, in experimenting with 

skipping and subsampling approaches we experienced a loss in local manifold 
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quality or data size, respectively. Based on this and the desirability of achiev-

ing the most accurate local and global qualities, we propose an entropy-driven 

approach in the next section. 

4.4 Entropy-Isomap 

Standard Isomap does not work well for dynamic process data since neighbor-

ing data points are typically from the same trajectory, yet the global structure 

of the process depends on relations between different trajectories. When k-NN 

neighborhoods are computed, this can result in poor mixing. Worse, how much 

trajectories interact can change throughout the process. For example, when tra-

jectories come from simulations with similar initial conditions, the trajectories 

might interact for a while, but then diverge to explore different parts of the state 

space. A neighborhood size k that produces good results in early stages might 

produce poor results later on in the process. A value of k that is large enough 

to work for all times might include so many data points that the geodesic and 

Euclidean distances become essentially the same, which results in a PCA like 

behavior, defeating the purpose of using Isomap. To address this situation, 

we propose to directly measure the amount of mixing and use it to change the 

neighborhood size for different data points adaptively. This mitigates the short-

comings of the two methods described in the previous section that either discard 

data (subsampling) or lose local information (skipping). Figure 4.5 shows that 

neighborhood entropy increases when the next nearest neighbors are added. We 

propose using an entropy threshold to determine a neighborhood size k. This 

modifcation allows the fexibility of larger neighborhoods in regions where it 

is necessary or desired to force mixing between trajectories. To prevent neigh-

borhoods that are so large as to reduce Isomap to PCA, the maximum neighbor-

hood size M is left as a parameter. This check allows processing datasets which 

contain trajectories in poorly sampled regions of the state space without skew-

ing the rest of the analysis, which would otherwise result in unreasonably large 

neighborhood sizes. 
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Algorithm 3 ENTROPY-ISOMAP 

Input: X, k , Ĥ, M(= 100) 
Output: Y 

1: Dn×n ← PAIRWISEDISTANCES(X) 
2: Gn×n ← ∞ 
3: for all xi ∈ X do 

9: H ← NEIGHBORHOODENTROPY(x, ki, Gi) 

4: 
5: 

ki ← k 
while H < Ĥ and ki < (M + k) do 

6: ki ← ki + 1 
7: kNN ← KNN(xi, X, ki) 
8: Gi,j ← Di,j where xj ∈ kNN. 

¯ 
10: Fn×n ← ALLPAIRSSHORTESTPATHS(G) 
11: Y ← MDS(F) 
12: return Y 

The proposed Entropy-Isomap algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. Compared 

to the standard approach, the algorithm takes one additional argument, the tar-

get entropy level, Ĥ . This parameter is used to decide when adaptively com-

puted neighborhoods produce good mixing. The initial step, computing all 

pairwise distances for data points in X, remains the same as in the standard al-

gorithm. Then, the entropy-based neighborhood selection is performed (lines 3-9). 

For each point xi, the algorithm proceeds with neighborhood size ki, initially 

equal to some default value k. ki-nearest-neighbors are identifed, and their 

neighborhood entropy is computed (lines 7-9). If the entropy threshold Ĥ is 

not satisfed, then ki is incremented (line 6), and the process repeats. Once the 

entropy threshold is reached, or a user-defned maximum of M iterations have 

been performed, the process terminates. The entire process is repeated for each 

xi, and after all neighborhoods have been identifed, the algorithm continues 

the same way as standard Isomap (lines 10-12). We note that our presentation 

of the algorithm is simplifed for clarity. In the practical implementation, the 

size of the neighborhood ki can be found via simple binary search, which fur-

ther can be coupled with effcient incremental k-NN solver, without the need to 

instantiate a complete distance matrix Dn×n. 

We applied Entropy-Isomap to our data with k = 8 and the maximum number 

of steps M = 100. We selected this large M to compute the fraction of large 
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neighborhoods that would be required to strictly enforce mixing, in this case 

nearly 5% of our data. We also varied the entropy threshold Ĥ from 0.1 to 0.9, 

to explore the effect it has on the neighborhood size distribution. Example low 

dimensional representation obtained by Entropy-Isomap can be found in the ex-

tended version of this paper. 
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Figure 4.6: Entropy-Isomap with k = 8, Ĥ = 0.3 is run on χ = 3.0 and vari-
able φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6}. (a) The learned mapping is used to 
transform the data to 3-dimensions. (b) Neighborhood cross-mixing: for each 
trajectory Γ, neighbors of each point belonging to individual trajectories are ag-
gregated and shown in stacked bar graph form. (Please view in color). 

We start our analysis by pointing out that in experiments high-entropy thresh-

olds were often not reachable (see Figure 4.8). We believe that this is because 

k nearest neighbors for the majority of points are in the same trajectory, (see 

Figure 4.4b), which leads to skewed neighborhoods distribution. As a result, 

even when a satisfactory number of neighbors come from other trajectories, the 

entropy for the neighborhood might be low. Figure 4.6 (c) shows that even 

when trajectories mix, the majority of neighbors are still from the same tra-

jectory. Therefore, high entropy implies good mixing, but the converse is not 

necessarily true. Large neighborhoods could produce mixing, while still having 

low entropy. Since large neighborhoods produce poor results with Isomap, we 

would like to avoid them in any case. In practice, we achieved good results with 

entropy thresholds in the range of Ĥ = 0.30 − 0.40, which were achievable by 

a large fraction of neighborhoods. This is further confrmed by experiments in 
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Figure 4.7: Entropy-Isomap with default k = 8 and entropy threshold Ĥ = 0.3 
run for data with χ = 3.0 and variable φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6}. The 
distribution of selected neighborhood sizes ki that did not reach the maximum 
M = 100 are shown. 

Section 4.5. 

When strictly enforcing entropy, the neighborhood sizes can become too 

large. Figure 4.7 shows the neighborhood size distribution for Ĥ = 0.30. When 

such neighborhoods are included for many points in the dataset, the neighbor-

hood graph tends toward a completely connected graph, and the Isomap solu-

tion reduces to the PCA result. Recall that PCA is equivalent to classical MDS 

and that classical MDS is Isomap with k = n − 1. 

Points that produce no mixing also end up with large neighborhoods, as 

Entropy-Isomap tries to increase ki in order to meet the entropy threshold. These 

points occur when the dataset does not contain enough trajectories that pass 

near those particular states to produce good geodesic distance estimates. Inter-

estingly, we have found plotting entropy versus time in Figure 4.8 reveals that 

trajectories can pass through poorly sampled parts of the state space and again 

meet up with other trajectories. 

The proposed methods can be used to detect trajectories that do not interact 

and also which regions of the state space are poorly sampled. This can be used 

to either remove them from the dataset or as a guide to decide where to collect 

more process data. 
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Figure 4.8: Entropy-Isomap with default k = 8 and Ĥ = 0.3 is run on χ = 3.0 
and variable φ ∈ {0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56, 0.58, 0.6}. The entropy of the discovered 
neighborhood is shown for the data point at each time step. (Please view in 
color). 

4.5 Application 

The current work is motivated by the need to analyze and understand big data 

sets arising in the manufacturing of Organic Electronics (OE). OE is a new sus-

tainable class of devices, spanning organic transistors [52, 53], organic solar 

cells [54, 55], diode lighting [56, 57], fexible displays [58], integrated smart sys-

tems such as RFIDs [59,60], smart textiles [61], artifcial skin [62], and implantable 

medical devices and sensors [63, 64]. The critical and highly desired feature of 

OE is inexpensive, rapid and low-temperature roll-to-roll fabrication. However, 

many promising OE technologies are bottlenecked at the manufacturing stage – 

more precisely, at effciently choosing fabrication pathways that would lead to 

the desired material morphologies, and hence device properties. 

Final properties of OE (e.g., electrical conductivity), are a function of more 

than a dozen material and process variables that can be tuned (e.g., evaporation 

rate, blend ratio of polymers, fnal flm thickness, solubility, degree of poly-

merization, atmosphere, shearing stress, chemical strength and frequency of 

patterning substrate), leading to the combinatorial explosion of manufacturing 

variants. Because the standard trial-and-error approach, in which many pro-

totypes are manufactured and tested, is too slow and cost ineffcient, scientists 

are investigating in silico approaches. The idea is to describe the key physi-

cal processes via a set of differential equations, and then perform high-fdelity 
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numerical simulations to capture the process dynamics in relation to input vari-

ables. Then the problem becomes to identify and simulate some initial set of 

manufacturing variants, and use analytics of the resulting process data to frst 

understand the process dynamics (e.g., rate of change in domain size, or transi-

tion between different morphological classes), and then identify new promising 

manufacturing variants. 

The key scientifc breakthroughs that improved organic solar cell (OSC) per-

formance were closely related to manufacturing pathway. Most advances have 

been achieved by non-trivial and non-intuitive (and sometimes very minor) 

changes in the fabrication protocol. Classic examples include changing the sol-

vent [65], and thermal annealing [66] that together resulted in two-orders of 

magnitude increase in the effciency of OSCs. These advances have reaffrmed 

the importance of exploring processing conditions to impact device properties, 

and have resulted in the proliferation of manufacturing variants. However, 

these variants are invariably chosen using trial-and-error approaches, that has 

resulted in the exploration of very scattered and narrow zones of the space of 

potential processing pathways, due to resource and time constraints. These 

challenges are exacerbated by the lack of computational tools to analyze the 

data, and to suggest the next steps in exploration or modifcation to the fabrica-

tions. 

4.5.1 Data Generation 

The material morphology data analyzed in this paper, has been generated by 

a computational model based on the phase-feld method to record the mor-

phology evolution during thermal annealing of the organic thin flms [35, 67]. 

We focused on the exploration of two manufacturing parameters, blend ratio φ 

and strength of interaction χ. We selected these two parameters, since they are 

known to strongly infuence properties of the resulting morphologies. For each 

fabrication variant (φ, χ), we generated a series of morphologies that together 

formed one trajectory Γ(φ, χ). 

We selected the range of our design parameters φ = [0.5, 0.6] and χ = 

[2.2, 3.0] to explore several factors. First, we are interested in two stages of the 
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process: early materials phase separation and coarsening. Moreover, we would 

like to explore various topological classes of morphologies. In particular, we are 

interested in identifying fabrication condition leading to interpenetrated struc-

tures. Finally, we seek to fnd the optimal annealing time that results in desired 

material domain sizes. In total, we generated 16 trajectories, with 180 morpo-

hologies on average per trajectory. Each morphology was represented as an 

image converted into an 40, 000-dimensional space defned by pixel composi-

tion values. The entire data used in our experiments is open and available from 

4.5.2 Results 

From the manufacturing design perspective, there are two basic aims for dimen-

sionality reduction of morphological pathways. First, we seek to discover the 

common latent variables driving the dynamic process. Second, we seek to learn 

the geometry of manifold to device subsequent round of input parameter space 

exploration. 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 depict three dimensional manifold discovered using 

Entropy-Isomap for the complete set of 16 pathways. We apply our method to 

a complete set of 16 pathways. When mapped to the manifold, the pathways 

show ordering according to the process variables that were varied to generate 

the data. In both fgures, for easier inspection we marked the pathways accord-

ing to one varying variable. For example, the top row in Fig. 4.9 depicts the 

pathways for fxed φ and varying χ. Pathways for increasing χ are ordered 

from right (dark) to left (light), while pathways for increasing φ are ordered 

from front (green) to back (blue). Pathways for increasing χ are observed to 

be ordered from right to left, while pathways for increasing φ are ordered from 

front to back. 

The observed ordering of pathways strongly indicates that the variables are 

also latent variables controlling the dynamic process. More importantly, the 

ordering reveals that denser sampling is required in φ space. Specifcally, the 

pathways sharing the same χ but varying φ are spread further apart than these 

sharing the same χ value. This observation has important implications for the 

design of the next round of exploration in the design space. In particular, the 
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Figure 4.9: The manifold of early stage of the morphology evolution with frst 30 
points per each trajectory. To better illustrate discovered ordering by two vari-
ables we color coded the same manifold with increasing φ (top) and χ (bottom). 
(Please view in color). 

φ space offers higher exploration benefts, while χ space has better exploitation 

chance. This suggests that φ space should be explored frst, followed by poten-

tial exploitation phase. 

Finally, we notice that Entropy-Isomap mapped the data into two regions. The 

early stages of the process are mapped to evolve in the radial direction, while 

late stages are mapped parallel to each other. This is interesting as the under-

lying process indeed has two inherent time scales. In the early stage, the phase 

separation between two polymer occurs. During this stage, the changes mostly 

result in increase of the composition amplitude. In the second stage, the coars-

ening between already formed domains occurs. Here, the amplitude of the com-

position (signal) does not change signifcantly. The changes mostly occur in the 

frequency space with the domain sizes increases over time. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Dynamic process data, represented by data trajectories, is challenging to com-

monly used SDR methods. This is due the strong temporal correlations within 

data trajectories, that lead to poor quality of recovered manifold. In this chapter, 

we introduced the notion of neighborhood entropy, which quantifes the informa-
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Figure 4.10: The manifold of the late stage with the frst 80 points per each tra-
jectory. The same manifold is color coded by increasing φ (top) and χ (bottom). 
(Please view in color). 

tion exchange between data points in dynamic process data. Then, we present 

Entropy-Isomap, a new algorithm that uses neighborhood entropy to learn more 

reliable geodesics, and is able to discover latent variables governing dynamic 

processes, and learn the true manifold geometry. 

We showcased our method on the data capturing the morphology evolution 

of materials. The method ordered the trajectory data according to the two pro-

cess variables. Moreover, it exposed the need for more dense sampling in one of 

the explored variables. This observation can be used to design the next round 

of simulations to generate more data for under-sampled process confgurations. 

This demonstrates that the method can be used to guide the data exploration 

process, potentially reducing the number of required numerical experiments. 



Chapter 5 
Manifold Learning at Scale 

Overview. Non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction methods, such as 

Isomap, remain important technique for learning manifolds. However, due 

to computational complexity, exact manifold learning using Isomap is cur-

rently impossible from large-scale data. In this chapter, we propose a dis-

tributed memory framework implementing end-to-end exact Isomap un-

der Apache Spark model. We show how each critical step of the Isomap al-

gorithm can be effciently realized using basic Spark model.We show how 

the entire method can be implemented using PySpark, offoading compute 

intensive linear algebra routines to BLAS. Through experimental results, 

we demonstrate excellent scalability of our method, and we show that it 

can process datasets orders of magnitude larger than what is currently pos-

sible, using a 32-node parallel cluster. 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we propose a distributed memory framework to address com-

plexity of the end-to-end exact Isomap under Apache Spark model. We show 

how each critical step of the Isomap algorithm can be effciently expressed un-

der the basic Spark model, without the need to provision data in the secondary 

storage. To achieve effcient and portable software realization, we implement 

the entire method using PySpark, and we offoad compute intensive linear alge-

https://model.We
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bra routines to high performance BLAS libraries. Through experimental results, 

we demonstrate that the resulting software exhibits excellent parallel scalabil-

ity, and even on a small parallel cluster can be used to process datasets orders of 

magnitude larger than what is possible with the current methods, without sac-

rifcing quality. Our specifc contributions include Apache Spark-based effcient 

direct kNN solver based on 1D data decomposition, scalable all-pairs shortest-

path (APSP) solver leveraging ideas from communication avoiding algorithms, 

and practical eigendecomposition solver based on power iteration. All compo-

nents are combined into an end-to-end workfow realizing Isomap. 

The reminder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we pro-

vide detailed description of our proposed approach, focusing on each individ-

ual Isomap component and its realization in Apache Spark. In Section 5.3, we 

showcase the resulting software on several benchmarks, assessing accuracy and 

parallel scalability, and we demonstrate its practical value by analyzing over 

50000 EMNIST images. Finally, in Section 5.4, we survey related work, and con-

clude the paper in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Proposed Approach 

The computational complexity of Isomap arises from the cost of both construc-

tion and spectral decomposition of the feature matrix. The memory cost comes 

from the Θ(n2) size of the feature matrix that has to be maintained throughout 

the process. To alleviate these complexities, several approximate methods have 

been proposed [17, 68]. However, these approaches do not provide exactness 

guarantees, or are tailored for large-scale HPC systems [16]. 

In our proposed approach, we focus on exact solution targeting Apache 

Spark clusters that are easy to deploy, and are accessible to many potential end-

users. Our main idea is to cast the Isomap workfow into the Apache Spark 

model, such that the intermediate data is never explicitly provisioned to the 

persistent storage, and each step of the workfow is effciently expressed via 

Spark transformations implemented in PySpark and Python, with computation-

ally intensive algebraic routines offoaded to a dedicated BLAS engine (e.g., In-

tel MKL). 
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Figure 5.1: Left: 1D decomposition of the input data X. Middle: Matrix M and 
example row i. Right: kNN RDD and element of list Lk. 

5.2.1 kNN Search 

The frst step of Isomap is k nearest neighbors search. The direct approach 

to kNN is for each point to compute the distance to each of the n − 1 oth-

ers, recording the k minimum in the process. This requires Θ(n2) comparisons 

and Θ(nk) space. Theoretically, this approach can be improved by the use of 

spatial data structures such as k-d trees, quad-trees, R-trees, or Voronoi dia-

grams [69, 70]. However, due to the curse of dimensionality, the performance 

of these data structures quickly deteriorates to the direct method as dimension-

ality D increases [71]. Therefore, in our approach we propose scalable Spark 

realization of the direct kNN method. 

We frst 1D-decompose the input data X into d nb e logical blocks (see Fig. 5.1). 

We achieve this by loading the entire X into RDD, such that single point is stored 

as one 1D NumPy array, and then executing combineByKey transformation. The 

transformation assigns to a point its block identifer, and points are grouped 

into a 2D NumPy array corresponding to a block. Hence, at the end of this step, 

each point in X is assigned to a unique block XI , for 0 ≤ I < q = d nb e. By de-

composing X in this way, we can exploit symmetry of the distance matrix over 

X, and effciently compute only its upper-triangular portion. This is contrary 

to the standard and expensive approach based on Spark cartesian, which pro-

duces RDD elements (I, J) and (J, I), requiring additional filter operation to 

obtain the fnal upper-triangular form. Using flatMap transformation, we enu-

merate all block pairs (XI , XJ), where each XI is paired with all XJ , for J ≥ I. 

The resulting RDD, stores each block pair as a tuple ((I, J), (XI , XJ)). Although 

this induces data replication, it also directly exposes parallelism in computing 

the distance matrix that dominates the computational work of kNN search. We 
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exploit this parallelism when materializing the upper-triangular distance ma-

trix, M. Specifcally, we apply map transformation that for each pair (XI , XJ) 

carries all-pairs distance computations to yield sub-matrix Mi 
( 
, 
I
j 
,J)

= kxi − xjk2, 

∀xi ∈ XI , xj ∈ XJ . Here, computing kxi − xjk2 is delegated to SciPy, which of-

foads distance computations to the effcient BLAS library (e.g., Intel MKL). At 

the end, the entire block Mi 
( 
, 
I
j 
,J), stored as 2D NumPy array, becomes a single el-

ement of the resulting RDD with M. The RDD is persisted in the main memory 

for further processing. 

The next step is to identify nearest neighbors of each xi ∈ X with respect 

to matrix M. When M is in the block form, each row i of M is scattered across 

multiple column-blocks J (see Fig. 5.1). With each such chunk of row i we can as-

sociate the same pair (I, iloc), where I identifes row-block containing i, and iloc 

is local identifer of row i within row-block I (since within a block, rows are in-

dexed from 0, and we have that i = I · b + iloc). We exploit this property, and for 

each point xi we identify the minimum k elements as follows. First, within each 

block M(I,J) for every iloc we identify a list of k minimal values, Lk. We achieve 

this in parallel via flatMap transformation that employs standard heap-based 

algorithm to maintain minimal values, and yields tuples ((I, iloc), Lk). Here, Lk 

stores coordinates of the selected minimal values, and the values themselves. 

Recall that we do not explicitly represent M(I,J) for I > J. Therefore, to obtain 

row minima for blocks under diagonal of M, our flatMap routine considers also 

transpositions (M(J,I))T . Next, using combineByKey transformation, we reduce 

all local minima, contained in lists Lk, into the global kNN list for each xi (see 

Fig. 5.1). 

While at this point we could fnalize kNN search, we apply one more round 

of transformations, to effciently convert kNN into the neighborhood graph G, 

such that it is ready for processing via all-pairs shortest-paths solver. The idea is 

to reuse data blocks maintained by RDD storing M, to store G. To this end, we 

apply map transformation to the kNN and for each xi we produce key-value pair 

((I, J), (iloc, jloc, d)), where tuple (J, jloc, d) identifes nearest neighbor of xi. This 

enables us to associate each kNN distance with the sub-block of M to which 

it belongs. Thus, we use union to combine the resulting RDD with the origi-

nal block matrices of M, and we follow with combineByKey transformation. The 
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Figure 5.2: Example of assignment of logical blocks to RDD partitions. Number 
inside a block indicates RDD partition storing the block. 

transformation flls blocks (I, J) of M with ∞, and then sets the actual neigh-

bor distances according to (iloc, jloc, d). The resulting neighborhood graph, G, is 

stored as RDD of blocks of size b × b, in exactly the same way as M, benefting 

from the fact that M is persistent and minimizing NumPy arrays reallocation. 

The 1D decomposition we use in our kNN solver, and the induced 2D de-

composition of matrix M, are logical and separate from the physical RDD par-

titioning employed by the Spark runtime. Moreover, instead of relying on the 

default Spark partitioner, we use a custom partitioner tailored for managing 

upper-triangular matrices. This is motivated by the performance considera-

tions. The partitioner assigns an integer to each block by indexing entries along 

each diagonal (see Fig. 5.2), which we refer to as multi-diagonal (MD). In our 

experiments, we found that this strategy provides better load balancing and 

performance than the default partitioner or GridPartitioner found in the ML-

lib library [72] (a popular machine learning library for Apache Spark). This is 

because neighboring blocks are stored in separate partitions, which allows for 

ideal parallel processing in the APSP solver (see below). 

5.2.2 All-Pairs Shortest-Paths Computation 

Given the neighborhood graph G, the next step in the Isomap workfow is to 

solve all-pairs shortest-paths (APSP) in G. Recall that shortest paths approxi-
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mate manifold distances between data points [73], and hence they will form the 

feature matrix A. 

Two commonly used algorithms for APSP are Dijkstra and Floyd-Warshall [74]. 

However, both methods are ill-suited for Spark model, owing to low computa-

tion rate compared to the data movement rate. An alternative approach in-

volves a special case of the matrix power An [75]. Consider matrix multipli-

cation over the semiring R+ = R+ ∪ {+∞} with additive and multiplicative 

operations, ⊕ and ⊗. The additive operation is minimum and the multiplicative 

operation is scalar addition, that is x ⊕ y 7→ min{x, y} and x ⊗ y 7→ x + y. In 

this way we reduce APSP to repeated matrix multiplication of G by itself (we 

refer to this method as min-plus). This is still not ideal: regular data movement 

patterns like those in matrix multiplication are unsuitable for data shuffes that 

occur under the Spark model. In fact, matrix multiplication is yet to see effcient 

realization in Spark [76]. Therefore, we take a middle-ground approach. 

We cast an iterative communication-avoiding APSP algorithm by Solomonik 

et al. [77], which is based on the block formulation of Floyd-Warshall [78], into 

Spark model, and we use min-plus to batch update b × b blocks of shortest paths 

values. It turns out that communication-avoiding algorithms, technique well 

known in High Performance Computing, enable us to minimize data shuffes, 

leading to effcient Spark realization. We note that the correctness of this algo-

rithm follows directly from that of computing the transitive closure, and has 

been discussed, e.g., in [77, 78]. 

In our approach, we iteratively update the entire APSP adjacency matrix, 

G, in three phases (Fig. 5.3 illustrates in which phase which block of G is up-

dated). In the frst phase, we solve sequential Floyd-Warshall restricted to a 

single sub-block on the diagonal. This is the frst diagonal block when itera-

tion I = 0. Once we have solved the diagonal block we share the solution with 

blocks in the same row (and column). This begins Phase 2. Upon receiving the 

diagonal block, we perform min-plus matrix multiplication to in-place update 

Phase 2 blocks. In the fnal phase, all remaining blocks receive two matrices 

from Phase 2. One matrix is sent from the block in the shared row and the 

other from the shared column. After computing the min-plus product of the 

received matrices, we update Phase 3 blocks in-place. The process repeats with 
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Figure 5.3: Phases of computation for iteration Î  along critical path defned by 
the block diagonal. In Phase 1, sequential Floyd-Warshall is performed on di-
agonal block (I, I). In Phase 2, the solution of the diagonal block is passed to, 
and multiplied with, all off-diagonal blocks in the Ith row and Ith column. In 
Phase 3, all remaining blocks ( Î, J) are updated using the product of blocks ( Î, I) 
and (I, J) from Phase 2. 

successive diagonal blocks. At the conclusion of all 3 phases for the fnal diag-

onal block, all matrix entries contain the corresponding shortest path length. In 

the remainder of this section, we discuss two approaches for implementing this 

algorithm. In section 5.2.2.1, we discuss a Pure Spark approach, which solves 

APSP while maintaining G in it’s entirety in-memory throughout the workfow. 

A second approach, presented in section 5.2.2.2, reduces potentially costly Spark 

data shuffing by sharing data with executors using persistent secondary stor-

age. 

5.2.2.1 Blocked-IM 

We realize the above algorithm in Spark, starting from the persisted RDD M rep-

resenting graph G. We proceed iteratively over blocks, G(I,I), on the diagonal, 

which form the critical path of the algorithm. To extract diagonal block (I, I), 
we use simple filter transformation over the keys assigned to each block. We 

follow with flatMap that executes Floyd-Warshall over sub-matrix G(I,I). Upon 

completion, the transformation yields multiple instances of the updated block 
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with keys (I, J) and ( Î, I), where 0 ≤ Î, J < q. The keys refer to the blocks in 

the same row and column where the updated diagonal block is needed for the 

next phase of computation. Here, similar to kNN search, we replicate the data 

to expose parallelism inherent to Phase 2. 

To begin Phase 2, we again filter G, this time to obtain sub-blocks with 

keys (I, J) and ( Î, I). These blocks store values not yet updated for iteration I. 

Thus, we perform union transformation to bring together these blocks and the 

diagonal blocks processed in the earlier Phase. When applying union we take 

special care to ensure that the number of partitions in the resulting RDD is non-

increasing. This could negatively impact the subsequent reduction operations, 

since the exchange of blocks requires shuffe between partitions. Therefore, we 

use partitionBy to ensure all RDDs involved in union have same partitioning as 

G. Next, we execute combineByKey in order to pair each block from row (column) 

I with the diagonal block (I, I). To conclude Phase 2, we run flatMap that per-

forms min-plus matrix multiplication and in parallel updates the current blocks. 

The transformation yields additional instances of the updated blocks such that 

they can be passed to Phase 3. 

To conclude single iteration, we update Phase 3 blocks G( Î,J), and this in-

G( Î,I) · G(I,J)volves computing the min-plus product C = . Hence, we use yet 

another filter on G to obtain remaining blocks G( Î,J), which are in neither row 

I nor column I. These blocks, along with blocks we yield at the end of Phase 2, 

are brought to a single RDD via union, again ensuring appropriate partitioning 

with partitionBy. Next, we use combineByKey transformation to bring together 

three matrices needed to update blocks ( Î, J). This includes the current value 

of G( Î,J) and Phase 2 blocks specifed above, necessary to compute C. Once C is 

ready, G( Î,J) is updated by computing element-wise minimum of itself with C. 

The three phases are repeated for the next diagonal block. At the conclusion 

of iteration I = q − 1, all pairwise distances represent the approximate manifold 

distances. To prepare the matrix for subsequent normalization, we square each 

element of the adjacency matrix to obtain the actual feature matrix A = G◦2. 
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Algorithm 4 BLOCKED-IM 
Input: G 

Output: A 

1: for I = 0, . . . , q − 1 do 

2: diag = G.filter(G(I,I)) 

3: diag = diag.flatMap(FloydWarshall) 

4: d = diag.partitionBy(partitioner, p) 

5: 

6: rowcol = G.filter(G(I,J or G( Î,I)) 

7: d = union(d, rowcol).combineByKey() 

8: d = d.flatMap(MinPlus) 

9: d = d.partitionBy(partitioner,p) 

10: 

11: G = G.filter(G( Î,J)).union(d) 

12: G = G.combineByKey().map(MinPlus) 

13: G = G.partitionBy(partitioner,p) 

14: return G 

5.2.2.2 Blocked-CB 

Like the Blocked-IM approach, we start from the persisted RDD M represent-

ing G and proceed iteratively over diagonal blocks, G(I,I). We perform a filter 

transformation to keys assigned to each block to extract the diagonal block. We 

follow with map that executes Floyd-Warshall over sub-matrix G(I,I). After com-

puting local Floyd-Warshall, the block is brought to the driver node via collect, 

and subsequently written to persistent storage, making the block immediately 

available to the executors. We note that we do not use broadcast because in pyS-

park each task created by an executor maintains it’s local copy of the broadcast 

variables. This will lead to exceeding memory of executors for suffciently large 

blocks, since the number of active tasks may be equal to the number of cores of 

the node running the executor. 

To realize Phase 2, we filter G to obtain sub-blocks with keys (I, J) and 
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( Î, I), i.e. blocks belonging to the Ith row and Ith column. To update the Phase 2 

blocks, we apply map that performs min-plus matrix multiplication using the 

Phase 2 block and the Phase 1 block, which is read from persistent storage. To 

complete Phase 2, the updated blocks are aggregated to the driver, using col-

lect, and written to fles in persistent storage that can be accessed in Phase 3. 

Finally, we perform Phase 3 computations to update the remaining blocks 

G( Î,I) · G(I,J)of G. This requires computing the min-plus product C = . Hence, 

we use a fnal filter on G to obtain blocks G( Î,J), which are in neither row I 
nor column I. We update these blocks with a map, which computes the min-plus 

product C, after reading the necessary Phase 2 block from fle. Once C is ready, 

G( Î,J) is updated by computing element-wise minimum of itself with C. 

The remainder follows the same approach as Blocked-IM. The three phases 

are repeated for the subsequent diagonal blocks. At the conclusion of the itera-

tion for I = q − 1, all pairwise distances represent the approximate manifold dis-

tances. The matrix is prepared for subsequent normalization by squaring each 

element of the adjacency matrix to obtain the actual feature matrix A = G◦2. 
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Algorithm 5 BLOCKED-CB 
Input: G 

Output: A 

1: for I = 0, . . . , q − 1 do 

2: diag = G.filter(G(I,I)) 

3: diag = diag.flatMap(FloydWarshall) 

4: diag.collect().tofle() 

5: 

6: rowcol = G.filter(G(I,J or G( Î,I)) 

7: .map(MinPlus) 

8: rowcol coll = rowcol.collect() 

9: for b in rowcol coll: b.tofle() 

10: 

11: offcol = G.filter(G( Î,J)).map(MinPlus) 

12: G = union([diag, rowcol, offcol]) 

13: G = G.partitionBy(partitioner,p) 

14: return G 

In each implementation, the sequential APSP component uses the optimized 

and effcient SciPy implementation of Floyd-Warshall algorithm. It operates in-

place on already allocated memory referenced by NumPy arrays. For min-plus 

matrix multiplication, we use our own Python implementation. However, our 

Python code is compiled and optimized to the machine code using the Numba 

just-in-time compiler, providing excellent performance. Finally, to further im-

prove performance of our min-plus code, we enforce C or Fortran memory lay-

out of matrices as appropriate to maximize cache usage. 

The overall performance of Blocked-IM APSP hinges on the effciency of 

combineByKey transformation. While the transformation involves expensive data 

shuffing, we found that in practice it’s effciency varies with the performance 

of hardware used for storing intermediate shuffe fles. The Blocked-CB ap-

proach eliminates costly shuffe of combineByKey and partitionBy in exchange 

for collect and fle write once at each iteration. With, e.g., high performance 

SSD available to the Spark scheduler for managing shuffe data, this provides 
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relatively small savings. When storage for shuffe data offers poor fle I/O per-

formance, this approach provides signifcant overall performance gain. As men-

tioned in the previous section, we use custom RDD partitioner to obtain optimal 

load balancing and performance. The multi-diagonal partitioner, depicted in Fig-

ure 5.2, achieves best performance. This is accomplished through partitioning 

blocks into partitions of equal size (or as close as permitted by problem size). 

Further, blocks which are nearby logically are unlikely to fall in same partition. 

The beneft of this can be seen in considering Phase 2. For best performance and 

resource utilization, we wish to computeall Phase 2 blocks in parallel. 

The fnal remark is with respect to RDD lineages (i.e., RDD provenance and 

execution records). Observe that at each iteration over the diagonal, new RDD 

describing the entire distance matrix is created. The ancestors of this RDD are 

all RDDs prescribed by earlier transformations. Consequently, the resulting 

RDD lineage grows from iteration to iteration, potentially overwhelming the 

Spark driver and exceeding local memory on Spark executors. Since the driver 

is also responsible for scheduling, for large problems this may hinder perfor-

mance of the entire algorithm. To address this issue, checkpoint and persist or 

localCheckpoint of A may be employed to prune the lineage of RDDs, depend-

ing on desired level of fault-tolerance. Frequency of checkpointing will depend 

on the size of the input data, the block size b, and the amount of local storage 

available to executors. 

5.2.3 Matrix Normalization 

The goal of matrix normalization is to transform A so that it is both row and 

column centered. In other words, the mean of each row and each column is 

zero. Centering can be expressed as a linear transformation of the form A = 

−1
2 H

T AH, where H = I − 1 1n×n is centering matrix, and I is identity matrix. n 

Thus, the update of A requires two matrix-matrix multiplications. 

As previously discussed, matrix-matrix multiplication is ineffcient in Spark. 

For this reason, in our implementation we double center A by the direct ap-

proach, exploiting the fact that A is symmetric. Specifcally, we compute the 

mean of each column of A, and we store all means in the row vector µ, where 
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µi is mean of column i. As means for rows of A are equivalent to µT , we do not 

compute them explicitly, and to center A we subtract µ from each row, and µT 

from each column of A. To fnalize the process, we add µ̂ to each entry of A, 

where µ̂ is the global mean computed over all elements of A. 

To express the above algorithm in Spark, we frst transform RDD storing A 
by flatMap that for each block A(I,J) in parallel computes sums of its columns. 

The transformation yields tuple (J, µJ), and if I 6= J additional tuple (I, µI ) 

that accounts for processing blocks under the diagonal (recall that A is upper-

triangular). Here, µJ represents vector of b means for the block, and is stored 

as 1D NumPy array. Next we aggregate the fnal column sums via reduce-

ByKey transformation that applies addition operator over vectors µJ with shared 

key J. The vector summation is effciently implemented in NumPy. At this 

point, the resulting RDD contains complete information to compute the actual 

column means as well as the global mean µ̂. Hence, we frst sum all elements 

of the sum vectors into a scalar using single map transformation, and then use 

reduce action to obtain the global sum at Spark driver. Additionally, we bring 

to the driver all column sums by executing collectAsMap action. After dividing 

all the sums by n to obtain the desired means, we broadcast them back to Spark 

executors. Here we note that both reduce/collectAsMap and broadcast actions 

involve relatively small messages (even for large n), and hence this commu-

nication pattern is the most direct and effcient to way to exchange computed 

means between executors. Finally, we conclude the normalization step by trans-

forming RDD that stores A via map that in parallel applies previously broadcast 

means to the local blocks A(I,J). The resulting matrix A is ready for spectral 

decomposition. 

5.2.4 Spectral Decomposition 

Computing eigenvectors and eigenvalues of feature matrix A is the fnal step 

common to all spectral dimensionality reduction methods, as eigenvectors rep-

resent the desired low-dimensional representation of X. However, larg-scale 

eigendecomposition is computationally challenging, and the existing parallel 

eigensolvers are primarily designed for shared memory and multi-/many-core 
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architectures [79, 80]. Because to the best of our knowledge currently there are 

no eigensolvers available for Apache Spark, we develop a new approach de-

rived from the Power Iteration method [81]. By using simultaneous power itera-

tion over A we are able effciently extract only the top d eigenpairs at the same 

time. This is computationally advantageous considering that other approaches 

require iteratively extracting each eigenpair, and in practical dimensionality re-

duction applications d is relatively small, e.g., d = 3 when data visualization is 

the goal. 

Algorithm 6 SIMULTANEOUS POWER ITERATION 

Input: A, d, l, t 

Output: (Qd, Δd) 

1: V1 = In×d 

2: (Q1, R) = QRDECOMPOSE(V1) 

3: for i = 2, . . . , l do 

4: Vi = A × Qi−1 

5: (Qi , R) = QRDECOMPOSE(Vi) 

6: if kQi − Qi−1k2 < t then 

7: break; 

8: Qd = Qi 

9: Δd = diag(R◦ 
1
2 ) 

10: return (Qd, Δd) 

The standard power method (see Alg. 6) begins with a set of d linearly inde-

pendent vectors, e.g., the frst d standard bases e1, e2, . . . , ed. It then considers 

all vectors simultaneously, and iteratively applies QR decomposition until the 

process converges to some acceptable level t, or the predefned number of iter-

ations l. In practice, l and t are selected to achieve accuracy required by given 

target application. 

To achieve effcient Spark realization of power method we exploit two facts. 

First, for large n and reasonable values of d, matrices Vi and Qi have small 

memory footprint, and hence incur small sequential processing and commu-

nication overheads. Second, QR decomposition has extremely effcient BLAS 

realizations, available in NumPy. Therefore, it makes sense to assign managing 
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and decomposition of matrix Vi to the Spark driver (line 5), while offoading 

computationally expensive matrix product (line 4) for parallel processing by 

Spark executors. We note that while MLlib [72] provides Spark-based QR de-

composition (using tall skinny QR algorithm [82]), it is limited only to MLlib 

RowMatrix RDD that would be ineffcient during matrix product stage required 

by the power method. Consequently, in our implementation, the driver is re-

sponsible for keeping track of matrices Q, R and V, and checking convergence 

criteria (line 6). After QR decomposition, the driver broadcasts the entire matrix 

Qi to all executors. In this way, we can directly multiply each b × b block of A 
with the appropriate block of Qi . With this approach we avoid costly replica-

tion and shuffe for pairing blocks from each matrix for multiplication. We use 

flatMap to compute block products instead. The transformation yields tuples 

A(I,J)((I, 0), C = · Q(J,0)) for each block A(I,J) of A. For non-diagonal blocks we 

also yield ((J, 0), C = (A(I,J))T · Q(I,0)), to account for upper-triangular storage. 

Here C is a NumPy 2D array representing one of the block products required for 

the product Vi . To obtain the fnal form of Vi we use reduceByKey transforma-

tion, where key (I, 0) is used, with element-wise addition of NumPy 2D arrays. 

In the fnal step, we bring Vi back to the driver via collectAsMap. 

To complete a single iteration, we perform QR factorization of Vi on the 

driver, and test the Frobenius norm of the difference between successive Qi for 

convergence. At the completion of l iterations or upon convergence, we return 

the current instance of Qi and R, fnalizing the spectral decomposition stage, 

and thus the entire dimensionality reduction process. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

To understand performance characteristics of our approach, we performed a 

set of experiments on a standalone Apache Spark cluster with 32 nodes and 

GbE interconnect. Each node in the cluster is equipped with two 16-core Intel 

Skylake (Intel Xeon Gold 6130 2.10GHz) processors with 32KB L1 and 1024KB 

L2 cache, and 192GB of RAM (thus the cluster provides total of 1,024 cores and 

6TB of RAM). Moreover, each node has standard SSD drive available, which 

Spark uses for local data staging (available local storage is 1TB). We note that 
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the use of SSDs is essential for Spark performance, since all data movement in 

Spark involves staging in the local storage. The local storage is complemented 

by shared GPFS storage that executors can use for additional communication 

(e.g., as in case of Blocked-CB APSP algorithm). 

In all tests, Spark driver was run with 180GB of memory, to account for 

length of the lineage of RDDs in the APSP loop. For the same reason, we run the 

driver on a dedicated node separately from Spark executors. We allocated one 

executor per node using the default confguration for the number of cores, i.e., 

each executor was using all available cores in a node. All executors were confg-

ured to use 180GB out of the available 192GB, with the remaining memory avail-

able to the operating system and Python interpreter. We note that we tested dif-

ferent confgurations of executor-to-core ratios, across different datasets, with-

out noticeable difference in performance. 

Our entire software is implemented in Apache Spark 2.2 and Python 2.7. 

Compute intensive linear algebra operations are offoaded via NumPy and SciPy 

to BLAS library, specifcally Intel MKL 2017. Finally, we use Numba 0.35 for op-

timal min-plus matrix multiplication with just-in-time compilation. 

In all experiments, in the kNN stage we used k = 10 for the neighborhood 

size. For our test data (see below), such k is large enough to deliver single con-

nected component in the neighborhood graph, and small enough to avoid un-

necessary shortcut edges. In the eigendecomposition stage, we used t = 10−9 

and we allowed a maximum of l = 100 iterations to achieve convergence. We 

note that in all experiments, many fewer iterations were required to see conver-

gence (usually around 20-50 iterations). 

5.3.1 Test Data and Method Correctness 

The Swiss Roll benchmark is a classic test for evaluating manifold learning algo-

rithms. Swiss Roll data is generated from some input 2D data, which is embed-

ded into 3D using a non-linear function. In our tests, we used the Euler Isometric 
Swiss Roll [45]. To evaluate the correctness and demonstrate the scalability of 

our implementation, we create datasets of varying size. These are samples from 

the Swiss Roll of size n = 16384, n = 32768, n = 65536, n = 131072, and 
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n = 262144 (or n = 214 to 218). For the remainder of this section, we refer to 

each as Swiss-n, or simply Swiss and give n explicitly. 

Figure 5.4 shows the initial data, high-dimensional embedded data, and the 

resulting dimensionality reduction delivered by our method for the Swiss65536 

dataset. A quick visual inspection reveals that Fig. 5.4c appears to be a faithful 

representation of the original data in Fig. 5.4a. To actually quantify how well 

our method reconstructs the original data, we use Procrustes error, which cap-

tures the similarity of two datasets X and Y by determining the optimal affne 

transformation of X that best conforms it with Y [39]. In our case, Procrustes 

error of our result compared to the original 2D coordinates is 0.00001977, con-

frming high accuracy of the reconstruction. 

To test our platform on the actual high-dimensional data, we used bench-

marks derived from the EMNIST dataset [83], which is frequently used in ma-

chine learning research. This dataset provides 28 × 28 images of over 250,000 

handwritten digits, and hence each data point (image of a digit) is a 784-dimensional 

vector. For testing purposes, we randomly sets from EMNIST. They, like the 

Swiss samples, contain n = 16384 to n = 262144 points and we refer to them as 

EMNIST-n. 

Figure 5.5 shows 2D mapping of EMNIST for n = 65536 obtained using our 

Isomap method. From the fgure we can see that clusters of digits that look sim-

ilar appear close together, e.g., ‘5’ and ‘6’. At the same time, clusters of distinct 

digits that blend together also have these similarities. In Fig. 5.5b sample im-

ages of digits are included to accentuate features captured by axes D1 and D2. 

The axis D2 describes the angle of slant for the handwritten digit. We observe 

the change in angle from top to bottom of the cluster. The primary axis, D1, 

accounts for curved or straight segments in the digit. For example, on the left 

we see ‘4’s, which are made up entirely of straight line segments. In contrast, 

zeros on the right contain no straight segments. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the frst time such result is reported, and it confrms practical value of 

large-scale Isomap in processing noise image data. 
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(a) 2D data prior to embed-
ding in 3D. 

(b) Data embedded in 3D. (c) 2D mapping learned by 
our method, k = 10. 

Figure 5.4: To demonstrate the correctness of our Spark Isomap method we 
sample 65,536 points from the Euler Isometric Swiss Roll, and then perform 
dimensionality reduction. (Please view in color). 

(a) Points cluster by digit which they rep-
resent. 

(b) Sample of original images shown to 
highlight features captured by reduced 
dimensions D1 and D2. 

Figure 5.5: To demonstrate our method on high-dimensional data we sample 
65,536 points from the EMNIST dataset (D = 784), and then perform dimen-
sionality reduction (d = 2, k = 10). Original image shown for selected points. 
(Please view in color). 

5.3.2 Sequential Operations and Block Size 

Our frst set of experiments serve to establish a baseline for subsequent compar-

isons, and to highlight the challenges in working with high-dimensional data, 

by analyzing performance of two kNN solvers, depending on block size b. Our 

experiments provide similar analysis for performance of sequential operations 

in the APSP stage. These sequential components will be dispatched by Spark for 

sequential execution, and hence their performance will be critical to the overall 

performance. Moreover, through all stages of the Isomap workfow, the block 
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size directly affects the levels of available parallelism and data movement. For 

block size taken too large, we spend too much time in sequential execution or 

staging data blocks in the auxiliary storage, and we may not be able to leverage 

all executors. On the other hand, when block size is too small, overheads due 

to tasks scheduling and data shuffing, or creating many small fles in the aux-

iliary storage, dominate the execution. Hence, the block size should be selected 

carefully. 

To test all sequential components, we call corresponding functions directly 

from Python, as they would be by Spark. In our analysis, we compare perfor-

mance of spatial data structures, here specifcally KDTree available in sklearn 

0.19.0, with custom direct solver Brute implemented using highly tuned and 

Intel MKL-linked NumPy functionality, for solving kNN in high-dimensional 

spaces. Our analysis of APSP components tests the performance of Floyd-
Warshall via (Intel MKL-linked) SciPy and Min-Plus matrix multiplication, which 

is optimized using Numba. In all tests, we look at observed execution times. Re-

sults of these experiments are reported in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 

Figure 5.6 shows how block size, b, affects the time of solving kNN within a 

single adjacency matrix block. As expected, by the asymptotic running time of 

these methods, the runtime increases roughly as O(b2). 

Our analysis also serves to support our implementation decision of using a 

direct approach for solving kNN. To demonstrate the diffculty of using spatial 

data structures for solving kNN, we compare a KD-tree implementation with 

our custom direct solver for datasets of varying dimensionality. Note that KD-

tree construction and querying requires a parameter leaf size, which specifes 

number of points at which to switch to brute-force. In all experiments, we test 

a range of parameter values and report running time for the optimal parame-

ter value. These experiments are performed for D = 3, 100, 200, and 784. In 

addition to the benchmark datasets, Swiss and EMNIST, introduced above, we 

introduce sets of data uniformly and randomly sampled from the correspond-

ing dimensions (D = 3 and D = 784, respectively). Also included are data 

uniformly and randomly sampled from D = 100 and D = 200 dimensions, de-

noted by UniD, which serve to further demonstrate how running time increases 

for higher dimensionality. 
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Figure 5.6: The effect of block size, dimensionality on execution time for solving 
kNN. KD-tree, a spatial data structure, is compared with the direct approach for 
data of various dimensionality. 

Our results presented in 5.6 are consistent with the claims that spatial data 

structures, e.g. KD-tree, are effective for low-dimensional data, but lose effec-

tiveness in high-dimensional spaces. We observe that for D = 3, in the case of 

both Swiss and random data, KD-tree offers signifcant performance gain over 

a direct approach, especially for larger block sizes. In cases where manifold 

learning is focused on datasets with low dimensionality, e.g. trajectories or 2-

D coordinates, there is compelling evidence for using spatial data structures in 

such applications. In contrast, for high-dimensional data, as we focus here, we 

see the opposite is true. For D = 100 and D = 200, we observe the direct ap-

proach offers performance beneft over KD-tree, again, especially for large block 

sizes. Moreover, as D increases from 100 to 200 the advantage of the direct ap-

proach is amplifed. Using the benchmark EMNIST set, a dataset which is more 

representative of practical problems for manifold learning, this behavior holds. 

For the larger block sizes, KD-tree consistently requires up to 6x more runtime, 

and 2x more runtime for block sizes likely to used in practical applications (dis-

cussed further in the following section). We add that the performance of a direct 

approach will always be uninfuenced by the distribution of sample data. 

In Figure 5.7, we demonstrate the affect of block size, b, on the running 

time for processing a single block using Floyd-Warshall and Min-Plus. The 

running time refects the underlying asymptotic complexity of each function, 

O(b3). Given available Skylake cache, the approximate size for processing com-

pletely in L3 cache is around b = 1810. Once b is above that threshold, running 

time starts to grow rapidly. Due to cache size and asymptotic behavior, larger 
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Figure 5.7: The effect of block size on the execution time of sequential operations 
Floyd-Warshall and Min-Plus matrix multiplication. 

block sizes, even as low as b = 4000, lead to run time going into minutes. 

Our analysis of block size for performance of sequential components gives 

insight into the effect of block size on run time of the entire Isomap workfow. 

Figure 5.8 highlights the impact of b on total execution time. As b increases, we 

observe an initial decrease in execution time, followed by a steady increase. The 

range of optimal b refects a balance of several factors which infuence perfor-

mance, specifcally effcient processing of individual blocks and effcient data 

movement and staging by managing the length of the critical path. When b is 

taken small, processing of individual blocks is very fast, as evident from our 

results on sequential components. The drawback is that there is signifcant in-

crease in data staging and data movement. Specifcally, in kNN stage the pro-

cessing of local kNN can be done very quickly, but merging of local results into 

global kNN requires additional work in moving and combining data. In the 

APSP stage, this requires additional iterations, i.e. longer critical path. Each 

iteration along the critical path requires creating a new, updated matrix and 

signifcant data movement. In contrast, when b is taken large, processing indi-

vidual blocks becomes more costly. Further, there are less blocks to be assigned 

to executors and we run the risk of lost parallelism and resource utilization. 

5.3.3 Scalability Test 

To analyze how our implementation scales with the problem size, expressed by 

n, and the compute resources used, we process data of varied size, and varying 

number of nodes. The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.8: To identify the effect of block size on overall execution time, we run 
our method on Swiss with n = 32768 using 128 cores with varying b. 

Here we report relative speedup, computed as a fraction Sp = Tmin , where TpTp 

is time taken to process data instance on p cores, and Tmin is the time taken by 

the same instance to process on the smallest feasible number of cores. We note 

that for some datasets we consider in our tests, we are unable to process using 

the least number of cores considered, and hence Tmin is not T1. Similarly, we 

compute relative effciency as Ep = 
S
p
p · arg Tmin. 

The experimental results show that our approach exhibits strong scaling, 

more so for larger datasets, for the cluster confguration. For smaller datasets 

(n = 65536), the method scales nearly linearly up to 128 cores, and maintains 

reasonable effciency up to 256. The scaling is very similar for both Swiss and 

EMNIST, which is expected taking into account that only kNN stage depends 

(linearly) on D, and it constitutes only a small fraction of the entire runtime. At 

this point we should note that because we express all Isomap stages as linear 

equations or matrix multiplications, the performance of our method is not at all 

impacted by data distribution or density (e.g., connectivity of graph G). 

The method maintains also weak scalability. Specifcally, for the fxed ratio � �3 n n 
p , the execution time scales roughly as p , which refects the dominating 

cost O(n3) of the APSP stage. The details of this analysis are summarized in 

Table 5.2. Here we report running time for a sequential implementation and 

scale the problem, while maintaining the ratio n
p = 256. 
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Table 5.1: Strong Scaling of Spark-Isomap 

Name n 64 
p 

128 256 512 1024 

Swiss 131072 Time x 6h13m 3h35m 2h7m 1h29m 

Swiss 65536 

Speedup 
Effciency 
Time 

x 
x 
1h34m 

– 
– 
53m55s 

1.74 
0.87 
34m51s 

2.94 
0.74 
20m51s 

4.18 
0.50 
17m42s 

Speedup 
Effciency 

– 
– 

1.74 
0.87 

2.69 
0.67 

4.49 
0.56 

5.29 
0.33 

EMNIST 131072 Time x 6h40m 3h49m 2h18m 1h39m 

EMNIST 65536 

Speedup 
Effciency 
Time 

x 
x 
1h43m 

– 
– 
1h1m 

1.75 
0.87 
38m41s 

2.91 
0.73 
24m47s 

4.02 
0.50 
22m21s 

Speedup 
Effciency 

– 
– 

1.70 
0.85 

2.68 
0.67 

4.17 
0.52 

4.63 
0.29 

x=Cannot solve; –=Not applicable. 

Table 5.2: Weak Scaling of Spark-Isomap. 

Data / p 1 64 128 256 512 1024 

Swiss Run 
Time 
b 

0.064s 

– 

3m23s 

1024 

10m9s 

1280 

34m51s 

1536 

2h13m 

2048 

7h59m 

2560 

EMNIST Run 
Time 
b 

1.54s 

– 

4m37s 

1024 

12m33s 

1280 

38m40s 

1536 

2h19m 

2048 

8h23m 

2560 
n = 256p 

5.4 Related Work 

As previously mentioned, existing implementations of Isomap and its variants 

do not scale to data as large as presented here. Talkwalkar et al. successfully 

learned manifold for 18 million points. However, their analysis includes ap-

proximation method for APSP, and Nystrom method for approximate spectral 

decomposition. To date, the largest study for exact solutions for Isomap in-

cludes n = 32768 points, and has been reported in [16]. The method is tailored 

for HPC clusters with MPI, and hence its applicability is somewhat constrained. 

To partially mitigate the complexity of APSP, the authors of Isomap have 

proposed Landmark-Isomap (L-Isomap) [68]. The idea behind L-Isomap is that 
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m randomly selected landmark points may be selected to learn an underlying 

manifold. Remaining points are placed on the manifold via triangulation us-

ing their distance to landmarks. This approach greatly reduces complexity by 

targeting APSP, but introduces new sources of error in i) landmark selection 

method, ii) selecting the number of landmarks, and iii) adding the complete 

dataset by triangulation. We previously extended the works of de Silva and 

Tenenbaum [5, 68] and proposed Streaming-Isomap [45]. The streaming ap-

proach requires learning a faithful representation of the underlying manifold 

for some initial batch of points, and then quickly maps new points arriving on a 

high-volume, high-throughput stream. This approach is orthogonal to the one 

we present here, and in fact both methods could be combined in case when the 

initial batch is large. 

5.5 Conclusion 

High-dimensional big data, arising in many practical applications, presents a 

challenge for non-linear spectral dimensionality reduction methods. This is due 

to the computationally intensive construction of the feature matrix and its spec-

tral decomposition. In this paper, we proposed a scalable distributed memory 

approach for manifold learning using Isomap, addressing key computational 

bottlenecks of the method. Through experiments we demonstrated that our 

resulting Apache Spark-based implementation is scalable and effcient. The 

method can solve exact Isomap on high-dimensional datasets, which are an or-

der of magnitude larger than what can be processed with the existing methods. 

We note that individual components, like kNN, APSP and eigendecomposition 

solvers, can be used as a standalone routines. Finally, since other non-linear 

spectral decomposition methods, like e.g., LLE [8], share the same computa-

tional backbone, with a minimal effort our software could be extended to cover 

these methods as well. The source code of our platform is open and available 

from: https://gitlab.com/SCoRe-Group/IsomapSpark. 

https://gitlab.com/SCoRe-Group/IsomapSpark


Chapter 6 
All-Pairs Shortest-Paths Solvers 

Overview. In Chapter 5, we observe that the bottleneck of the Isomap method 

is in computing All-Pairs Shortest-Paths (APSP). Algorithms for computing 

APSP are critical building blocks underlying many practical applications. 

The standard sequential algorithms, such as Floyd-Warshall and Johnson, 

quickly become infeasible for large input graphs, necessitating parallel ap-

proaches. In this chapter, we propose, implement and thoroughly analyse 

different strategies for APSP on distributed memory clusters with Apache 

Spark. Our solvers are designed for large undirected weighted graphs, and 

differ in complexity and degree of reliance on techniques outside of pure 

Spark API. We demonstrate that the best performing solver is able to handle 

APSP problems with over 200,000 vertices on a 1024-core cluster. However, 

it requires auxiliary shared persistent storage to compensate for missing 

Spark functionality. 

6.1 Introduction 

All-Pairs Shortest-Paths is a classic problem in graph theory. The problem is 

both compute and memory intensive, owing to O(n3) computational and O(n2) 

space complexity for graphs with n nodes. Over the years, many parallel APSP 

solvers have been proposed, including for distributed memory clusters, multi-

core processors, and accelerators. However, to the best of our knowledge, cur-
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rently no dedicated APSP approach is available for the Apache Spark model 

(see Section 6.2). This is somewhat surprising: many problems in Big Data an-

alytics and Machine Learning (ML) – domains in which Spark holds dominat-

ing position – involve APSP as a critical kernel. For example, shortest paths 

in a neighborhood graph over high-dimensional points are known to be very 

robust approximation of geodesic distances on the underlying manifold [73]. 

Spectral dimensionality reduction methods, such as Multidimensional Scaling 

or Isomap [5], directly involve APSP solver in their workfows. The same holds 

true for many other techniques, like networks classifcation [84] or information 

retrieval [85]. In all these applications, data sets with hundreds of thousands 

and even millions of points/vertices are not uncommon [17, 86]. At the same 

time Spark is known and praised for its focus on programmer productivity and 

ease-of-use, including equally convenient deployments in HPC centers as in 

computational clouds. This makes Spark the frequent platform of choice for 

non-experts in parallel computing, who want to combine pure data analytics 

with processing of large graph instances. 

In this chapter, we ask the question of how effcient and scalable parallel 

APSP solver can we achieve with Apache Spark. Deriving from the known 

parallel distributed memory APSP algorithms, we propose four different APSP 

Spark implementations, which vary in how far they depart from what would be 

a pure Spark implementation. We extract basic functional blocks that when com-

bined with Spark transformations and actions deliver complete APSP imple-

mentations in just few lines of code, promoting programmer productivity. Then, 

we perform extensive experimental benchmarking to assess effciency and scal-

ability of the resulting implementations on problems with up to n = 262144 ver-

tices using a 1,024-core cluster. We contrast performance of Apache Spark with 

naive and highly optimized implementations in MPI. Our results show that us-

ing pure Spark implementation, that does not involve auxiliary mechanisms and 

is fault-tolerant, is impractical for large problems due to the high cost of data 

shuffing. By leveraging collect and broadcast operations performed via auxil-

iary storage we are able to push the size of the problems we can solve, achieving 

good scalability. However, even then Spark-based solutions are outperformed 

by MPI. Our results suggest that while Spark is certainly able to handle large 
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APSP problems, and can compete with naive MPI-based approach, end-users 

should be aware of the trade off between programmer’s productivity (and the 

ease of use), and the achievable scalability. 

This chapter is organized following the common convention. In Section 6.2, 

we briefy review related parallel APSP solutions. In Section 6.3, we state basic 

assumptions and defnitions we use in the work. In Section 6.4, we propose dif-

ferent strategies to implement APSP with Apache Spark and discuss their pros 

and cons taking into account implementation complexity and workarounds to 

missing Spark functionality. We describe detailed experimental validation of 

the methods in Section 6.5, and conclude the chapter with brief discussion in 

Section 6.6. 

6.2 Related Work 

The APSP remains very actively researched problem in parallel computing, and 

hence we necessarily limit our review to projects that directly relate to our work. 

In [77], Solomonik et al. propose recursive 2D block-cyclic algorithm that 

achieves lower-bound on communication latency and bandwidth, which they 

next extend to 2.5D communication avoiding formulation. On machine with 

24,576 cores, the algorithms maintain strong scaling for problems with n = 

32768 nodes, and weak scaling for up to n = 131072 nodes. The paper is also 

noteworthy for its extensive review of distributed memory APSP solvers. The 

advantage of the recursive formulation is induced data locality, which directly 

contributes to improved performance [77]. However, in Spark, the concept of 

data locality is much weaker, since Spark’s runtime system has a signifcant free-

dom in scheduling where to materialize or move data for computations. Even 

though programmer has some control over the data placement (e.g., via parti-

tioning functions), it does not have direct control over where computations will 

be executed. Therefore, in our work, we derive from the iterative formulation of 

the 2D block-cyclic algorithm, which can be found in [78], and is one of several 

methods tracing their origin to transitive closure [87]. 

In [88], Katz et al. give a solution of the transitive closure problem, and ap-

ply it to solving APSP on a GPU. They demonstrate 2-4× speedup over highly 
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tuned CPU implementation, and report problems for up to n < 10000. Another 

effcient GPU-based solution is given by Djidjev et al. in [89]. However, the 

method applies only to planar graphs. Djidjev solves APSP on sparse graphs 

with up to one million nodes, using a combination of multi-core CPUs and 

two GPUs. While we could combine GPU acceleration with Spark, e.g., by 

using Python and Numba Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler [90], it is not clear how 

advantageous such approach would be (we provide more detailed discussion 

in Sections 6.4 and 6.5). 

APSP is one of several graph primitives that can be directly posed as a lin-

ear algebra problem, and solved using matrix operations over the semi-ring 

(min, +) [75], e.g., by employing GraphBLAS [91]. Since asymptotically eff-

cient matrix multiplication algorithms (e.g., Strassen) are not applicable to the 

general APSP under min-plus matrix multiplication, algorithms to improve on 

O(n3) complexity have been proposed for cases when the graph of interest is 

directed, undirected and unweighted, or undirected with integer weights from 

a fnite set [92–94]. In our work, we exploit the semi-ring formulation to de-

rive one possible implementation, and as in case of GPU acceleration, we could 

combine multi-core GraphBLAS implementation with Spark backbone (see Sec-

tion 6.4). 

Apache Spark frameworks, such as GraphX [95] (no longer maintained) and 

GraphFrames [96], offer multi-source shortest-paths algorithms. These algo-

rithms are simple extensions of the single source shortest paths solver in Pregel/BSP 

model [97], and are not designed with APSP in mind. Our proposed implemen-

tations break away from the Pregel model because in the initial tests, GraphX 

was unable to handle any reasonable problem size, prompting us to investigate 

the solutions reported in this chapter. 

6.3 Preliminaries 

We focus on computing length of all pairs shortest paths (i.e., no paths them-

selves) in undirected weighted graphs with no negative cycles. Let G = (V, E, w) 

be such undirected graph, where V is a set of n vertices, E is a set of edges, and 

w : E → R determines edge weights. At this point we want to stress that 
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we make no assumption regarding graph sparsity, structure (e.g., planar), or 

weights distribution. This is because many Spark-based data analytics pipelines 

that involve APSP are general purpose, and have to be responsive to graphs 

with varying properties. 

In general, and in ML or Big Data analytics in particular, each vertex v ∈ V 
might be a complex object with non-trivial memory layout. However, we as-

sume that some initial pre-processing of the input graph has been performed, 

and each vertex is uniquely identifed by an integer index. This is inline with 

the common use patterns, where APSP is invoked as a computational build-

ing block within a larger framework. The standard approach to handle APSP 

in such cases is to use a variant of classic Floyd-Warshall [74] or Johnson al-

gorithms [74], with complexity O(|V|3) and O(|V||E| + |V|2 log(|V|)), respec-

tively. The Johnson algorithm offers better asymptotic behaviour for reason-

ably sparse graphs, but typically Floyd-Warshall derivatives outperform it as 

they allow for better computational density (see also [77]). When using Floyd-

Warshall and related algorithms, we will represent adjacency matrix of G by A, 

where Aij = Aji = wij stores the weight of edge between vertices with indices 

i and j. Furthermore, we are going to use the following notation. We will write 

AI J to describe block (I, J) of matrix A (size of the block and indexing order will 

be clear from the context), and AI· and A·J to describe row-block I and column-

block J, respectively. Similarly, we will write Ai· and A·j to describe row i and 

column j of A, and AIk and AkJ to describe column k in row-block I and row k 
in column-block J. 

To maintain all data elements in our proposed solutions, e.g., matrix A, we 

will primarily depend on Spark’s Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) [98]. 

For the sake of completeness: RDD is a fault-tolerant abstraction over distributed 

memory, tailored for in-memory iterative algorithms. RDDs are non-mutable, 

and are lazily evaluated and transparently materialized either in main memory 

or persistent storage. Unless explicitly specifed by a programmer, their parti-

tioning is automatically handled by Spark runtime using either keys range or 

hash-based partitioning schemes. From the computational point of view, ob-

jects within RDD can be processed in parallel by Spark executors using a set 

of transformations that yield new RDDs. Spark driver node is responsible for 
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managing RDD lineage, and orchestrating the Spark application execution. 

When implementing APSP solvers, whenever possible we will depend solely 

on Apache Spark API, benefting from the implicit fault-tolerance ensured by 

the platform. Our focus will be on programmer-perceived productivity (e.g., 

minimizing boilerplate code, using convenient high-level abstractions, etc.). We 

will refer to such implementations as pure. To improve performance, in some 

implementations we will depend on workarounds to missing Spark functional-

ity (e.g., implementing point-to-point data exchange through a shared fle sys-

tem). When such implementations will not be fault-tolerant (e.g., failed tasks 

depending on data in a shared fle system are not guaranteed to be able to ac-

cess that data when rescheduled), we will refer to them as impure. 

6.4 Proposed APSP Spark Solvers 

We propose and investigate four different APSP approaches that vary in the 

implementation complexity (and as we shall see, in performance). In all ap-

proaches, we 2D decompose the adjacency matrix A into q × q blocks, where 

q = d nb e, and b is a user-provided (or auto-tuned) decomposition parameter. We 

store the resulting matrix blocks as key-value tuples ((I, J), AI J) in Spark RDD, 

where tuple (I, J) is a key we will use to reference corresponding data block. 

The matrix decomposition will be different from RDD partitioning, in that a 

single RDD partition will by maintaining multiple matrix blocks. We will use 

different ways of assigning RDD partitions to executors (see Section 6.5), which 

we can think of as over-decomposition of A. Moreover, even though we will 

be discussing our approaches as if the entire matrix A was stored in RDD (to 

simplify presentation), in the actual implementation we exploit symmetricity of 

A and store only its upper-triangular part. The remaining blocks are generated 

on-demand by transposition (with no measurable overheads). Hence, executor 

responsible for the processing of block AI J is also responsible for processing of 

block AJI . This enables us to reduce the total amount of data maintained by 

the RDD, while increasing computational cost of processing tasks. We note that 

by disregarding symmetricity of A, our algorithms can be directly adopted for 

cases where G is a directed graph. 
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To implement our proposed algorithms we use pySpark. The choice is moti-

vated by practical considerations. First, the use of Python makes it convenient 

and effcient to store and communicate data blocks maintaining C/C++ com-

patible row-major matrix representation (e.g., via NumPy arrays). This in turn 

enables us to easily offoad computationally intensive operations to a bare-metal 

runtime, either using direct C/C++ bindings (e.g., CPython, Boost.Python [99], 

implicitly SciPy [100]), or through the excellent Numba JIT compiler [90] (see 

next subsection). Second, serialization and deserialization of Python objects, 

which plays a role in our implementations (e.g., when exchanging data via per-

sistent storage), is supported out-of-box, further contributing to the ease of im-

plementation and programmer’s productivity. We recognize the fact that pyS-

park tends to incur overheads due to object conversions between Python and 

Spark’s native Scala runtime [101]. However, as we mentioned earlier, in this 

work we opt for productivity and compactness of the Python code while lever-

aging bare-metal execution whenever possible. 

6.4.1 APSP Functional Building Blocks 

To separate computational parts of an APSP solver from the pure Spark me-

chanics, we frst identify functional blocks that will be shared between different 

implementations and will facilitate algorithms design. These building blocks 

can be thought of as fundamental operations performed by APSP algorithms, 

and ideally should be highly optimized and delegated to bare-metal hardware 

for execution. Such semantic separation is advantageous not only from the pro-

grammer’s point of view (delivering reusable and compact abstractions), but 

also from the algorithms design and specifcation point of view (e.g., simplify-

ing reasoning about correctness, computational complexity and space complex-

ity). 

We present each identifed element as a function (we use term function some-

what liberally, since in our case function may return/yield multiple elements for 

the same argument). The functions will be passed to Spark transformations to 

act directly on matrix blocks stored by RDD, in which case their frst argument, 

omitted from invocation, will always be a single record stored in the RDD for 
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which transformation is invoked. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize all the functions 

(including their syntax and short description). How they are used will become 

clear in the following subsections. We note that our functional blocks are differ-

ent from the concept of graph building blocks [91], that are tailored to express 

much broader spectrum of graph algorithms (compared to our explicit focus on 

APSP). 

Table 6.1: Summary of our functional elements. 

InColumn[((I, J), AI,J), x] : return J = x; 
Predicate testing whether given block is in column-block x. 

OnDiagonal[((I, J), AI,J), x] : return (I = J) & (I = x); 
Predicate testing if given block is x-th block on diagonal. 

ExtractCol[((I, J), AI,J), k] : return (I, AI,J·b+k); 
Return a new record with k-th column of given block (the column is 
stored as a vector). Within a block rows and columns are zero-indexed. 

CopyDiag[((I, I), AI,I)] : forall J yield ((I, J), AII ); 
Create (q − 1) copies of a diagonal block, each identifed by different 
column-block index. 

CopyCol[((I, J), AI,J)] : 
forall K yield ((I, K), AI J) and yield ((K, I), AT 

I J); 
Create (q − 1) copies of a given block, each identifed by different 
column-block index, and (q − 1) copies of its transpose, each identifed 
by different row-block index. 

MatMin[((I, J), AI,J), B] : return ((I, J), min(AI J , B)); 
Return element-wise minimum between block AI J and B. 

MatProd[((I, J), AI,J), B] : return ((I, J), AI,J ⊗ B); 
Return min-plus product between block AI,J and B. 

MinPlus[((I, J), AI,J), B] : 
return ((I, J), (min((AI,J ⊗ B), B); 

Returns MatProd followed by MatMin for block AI J and B. 

We use yield to indicate that multiple elements are returned. 
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Table 6.2: Summary of our functional elements. 

FloydWarshallUpdate[((I, J), AI,J), BIk, BJk] : 
C = BIk · 1T + 1 · BT

Jk; return MatMin(((I, J), AI J), C); 

FloydWarshall[((I, I), AI,I)] : return ((I, I), A0 I,I); 
Execute Floyd-Warshall, or any other APSP solver, over diagonal 
block AI,I , and return the resulting distance matrix ((I, I), A0 I,I ). 

ListAppend[List, ((I, J), AI,J)] : 
return List.append(((I, J), AI,J)); 

Append block AI J to list of blocks List. This function is a simplifed 
representation of the actual Spark combiner. 

ListUnpack[((I, J), List)] : 
(AI J , B1, B2) = List; 
if undefined(B2) : return (((I, J), AI,J), AI,J ⊗ B1); 
else : return (((I, J), AI,J), B1 ⊗ B2); 

Process list of blocks to return block that will be second argument of 
min-plus product with AI J . 

6.4.2 Repeated Squaring 

In the frst approach, we exploit APSP min-plus product formulation, and we 

essentially compute An using classic repeated squaring method. While asymp-

totically this method is clearly ineffcient, it is very fast to implement, hence we 

include it in the comparison. Given RDD with block decomposed A, repeated 

squaring becomes a sequence of three steps over the RDD: cartesian followed 

by filter to group blocks that should be multiplied in the current iteration, 

map applying min-plus product (function MatProd), and fnally reduceByKey 

with function MatMin to fnalize the product. All blocks of A can be persisted 

in the total main memory of the executing cluster, hence directly leveraging 

support for iterative algorithms in Spark (this will be the case for the remain-

ing algorithms as well). However, the problem with this approach is reliance 

on cartesian that involves extensive all-to-all data shuffe, which we found to 

stall even on small problems. To bypass this bottleneck of pure implementation, 

we replaced cartesian with iteration over the column-blocks of A, effectively 

rewriting matrix-matrix product into a series of matrix-vector products. This 
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Algorithm 7 Repeated squaring with column-blocks. 
1 for i in range(0, log(n)): 
2 for J in range(0, q): 
3 col = A.filter(InColumn(J)).collect() 
4 for block in col: block.tofile() 
5 T[J] = A.map(MatProd).reduceByKey(MatMin) 
6 A = sc.union(T) 

allows us to reduce data movement, at the cost of increased Spark overheads 

(like scheduling delays or tasks deserialization costs). 

The core of the resulting implementation is outlined in Algorithm 7. In line 

3, we identify blocks of column-block J to multiply, and group them on the 

Spark driver node, which next distributes the entire column to executors (line 

4). Note that we do not broadcast the column, but rather store its blocks in a 

shared fle system available to driver and executor nodes (e.g., HDFS, GPFS, 

etc.). As a result, the appropriate blocks can be selected and used by executors 

only when needed (most of the executors will not be using all blocks). In line 

5, we perform the actual matrix-vector product. Here, MatProd takes its frst 

argument, block AIK, directly from the RDD, and the second argument is the K-

th block of the column-block J deserialized from the shared secondary storage. 

Both MatProd and MatMin are delegated for bare-metal execution using Numba 

and NumPy, respectively. The results of q individual matrix-vector products are 

brought together via union (line 6) to form RDD ready for the next iteration of 

the algorithm. 

Our implementation of repeated squaring does not require any particular 

attention to, e.g., when RDDs are materialized, delegating the entire execution 

to Spark. However, utilizing persistent storage for broadcast introduces side-

effects, which go against Spark’s fault-tolerance mechanisms, making the im-

plementation impure. We note that one could consider using shared fle system 

directly at the fltering stage, eliminating the need for collect on the driver. 

However, this approach is problematic considering Spark scheduler, e.g., fles 

written in one RDD may not be materialized on time to be used by a subse-

quent RDD. 

The computational cost of repeated squaring is bounded by n
b log(n) itera-
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Algorithm 8 Floyd-Warshall with 2D decomposition. 
1 for k in range(0, n): 
2 K = k / b 
3 kloc = k % b 
4 

5 D = A.filter(InColumn(K)).map(ExtractCol(kloc)) \ 
6 .collect() 
7 

8 colk = sc.broadcast(D) 
9 

10 A = A.map(FloydWarshallUpdate) 

tions, where each iteration involves map transformation with O(b3) operation, 

followed by reduction. 

6.4.3 2D Floyd-Warshall 

In our second approach, we adopt the textbook parallel Floyd-Warshall algo-

rithm based on 2D block decomposition [102]. In this approach, parallelism is 

due to the two innermost loops of Floyd-Warshall, which can be partitioned 

once row/column indexed by the outermost loop is block-wise broadcast, and 

locally available to the processors. Since Spark provides collect and broad-
cast that combined can emulate standard broadcast initiated at any processor, 

we can easily express the entire algorithm in Spark. 

Our Spark implementation is outlined in Algorithm 8. The algorithm pro-

ceeds in n steps. In iteration k, we frst identify column blocks storing column 

k, and then we extract the actual column using function ExtractCol (lines 2-5). 

The column is aggregated on the driver node (line 6) and broadcast to all ex-

ecutors (line 8). Because the memory footprint of a column is very small, the 

operation can be easily performed without the need for persistent storage. This 

step is an explicit synchronization point. Once column k is available to every 

executor, we proceed with the update phase of Floyd-Warshall algorithm, as im-

plemented in FloydWarshallUpdate function. In this case, the frst argument 

is block AI J taken directly from the RDD, and the two remaining arguments are 

vectors extracted from the column k (exploiting the fact that A is symmetric). 
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Figure 6.1: Processing phases in the blocked Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Diago-
nal blocks form critical path. 

As in earlier algorithm, the actual computations are delegated for bare-metal 

execution using Numba JIT compilation. 

The 2D Floyd-Warshall is interesting in the sense that it is amenable to pure 
Spark implementation, supporting fault-tolerance, and involving no side-effects. 

Moreover, it does not require any so called wide transformations, which trig-

ger data shuffing and movement. Consequently, it plays into Spark strengths. 

However, its computational cost is bounded by n iterations, where each itera-

tion involves building blocks with cost O(b2). Since synchronization overheads 

in Spark are signifcant, we anticipate poor scalability. 

6.4.4 Blocked In-Memory 

In the third approach, we build on top of the blocked APSP from Venkataraman 

et al. [78]. Originally, the algorithm was designed to improve cache utilization of 

the standard Floyd-Warshall. It is an iterative algorithm, where each iteration 

consist of three phases, as depicted in Figure 6.1. In Phase 1, diagonal block 

AII is processed using any effcient APSP solver (in our case sequential Floyd-

Warshall). In Phase 2, the result is passed to update shortest paths in all blocks 

of block row AI· and block column A·I . Then, in Phase 3, iteration is completed 

by performing update on the remaining blocks. 

Our corresponding implementation, which we call Blocked In-Memory, is 

outlined in Algorithm 9. In q iterations, we start by processing diagonal block 

(lines 2-4) using FloydWarshall function executed on bare-metal via call to op-

timized SciPy routine. The diagonal block is extracted from RDD via fltering, 

and once processed we explicitly create its q − 1 copies (function CopyDiag) that 

are distributed to executors via custom partitioner (line 4). Here our goal is to 
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Algorithm 9 Blocked In-Memory. 
1 for i in range(0, q): 
2 diag = A.filter(OnDiagonal(i)) 
3 d = diag.map(FloydWarshall).flatMap(CopyDiag) \ 
4 .partitionBy(partitioner, p) 
5 

6 rowcol = A.filter(InColumn(i)) 
7 d = sc.union([d, rowcol]) \ 
8 .combineByKey(ListAppend).map(ListUnpack) \ 
9 .map(MatMin).flatMap(CopyCol) \ 

10 .partitionBy(partitioner, p) 
11 

12 A = A.filter(not InColumn(i)).union(d) \ 
13 .combineByKey(ListAppend) \ 
14 .map(ListUnpack).map(MatMin) \ 
15 .partitionBy(partitioner, p) 

place these copies in the RDD partitions that store blocks from the correspond-

ing column/row block (extracted in line 6), thus maximizing data locality and 

mitigating partitions blowup due to RDDs merging in line 7 (we provide details 

of partitioning schemes in the next section). We can think about this step as us-

ing data shuffing to simulate broadcast, testing Sparks ability to optimize data 

distribution and corresponding tasks scheduling. To complete pairing of diag-

onal and column/row blocks we use a combination of combineByKey and map 

(line 8), by frst aggregating a list of blocks to pair (ListAppend), and then enu-

merating the actual block pairs (ListUnpack). The resulting pairs are processed 

to compute the update (line 9), and as previously we use block copying and 

custom partitioning to bring together blocks that will be operated on in Phase 

3 (lines 9-10). To fnalize iteration, we implement Phase 3 computations (lines 

12-15) following the same pattern as in case of Phase 2. 

The above implementation of the blocked algorithm depends entirely on 

fault-tolerant Spark functionality, and hence we consider it pure. While it op-

erates in q iterations, it is data intensive due to data copying and shuffing in-

volved. However, the method should be able to leverage signifcant data local-

ity, hence it is a good test for Spark runtime system. 

The computational cost of the algorithm is bounded by O( nb ) iterations, with 
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each iteration bounded by O(b3). While asymptotically this is similar to 2D 

Floyd-Warshall, the blocked algorithm allows us to control the trade-off be-

tween the the cost of single iteration and the number of iterations (which is 

not the case in the previous methods). 

6.4.5 Blocked Collect/Broadcast 

Our last implementation, given in Algorithm 10, is another take on the blocked 

APSP, this time bypassing explicit data shuffing. Specifcally, instead of pairing 

a diagonal block with column/row blocks, we bring it to the driver node via 

collect, which then redistributes it to the executors via shared persistent stor-

age (lines 2-3). We note that here, similar to the repeated squaring algorithm, 

we do not use broadcast because in pySpark each task created by executor 

maintains its local copy of the broadcast variables. This usually means exceed-

ing executor’s memory, since the number of running tasks may be the same as 

the number of cores in a node running the executor. To realize Phase 2, we ap-

ply MinPlus function on the column blocks such that the frst argument comes 

from the RDD, and the second argument is taken from Spark storage (line 5). 

As in earlier phase, we aggregate the entire column on the driver node and 

then redistribute it via shared persistent storage (lines 6-7). Finally, in line 9, 

we perform Phase 3 computations updating the remaining blocks of A with the 

column blocks from persistent storage. All updated blocks are brought into a 

single RDD via union, and repartitioned to match intended partitioning of A 
(lines 11-12). 

The collect and broadcast implementation of the blocked algorithm involves 

secondary storage to handle communication, and hence we consider it impure. 

Except of custom partitioning of matrix A, we do not repartition RDD that stores 

column/row blocks (line 5). Instead we depend on the partitioning scheme of 

A from which we extract blocks. This means that Spark runtime will most likely 

trigger data movement to utilize all executors. 

Asymptotically, the cost of the algorithm is the same as Blocked In-Memory. 

However, in single iteration we substitute data shuffing with writing to auxil-

iary storage. 
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Algorithm 10 Blocked Collect/Broadcast. 
1 for i in range(0, q): 
2 diag = A.filter(OnDiagonal(i)).map(FloydWarshall) 
3 diag.collect().tofile() 
4 

5 rowcol = A.filter(InColumn(i)).map(MinPlus) 
6 rowcol_coll = rowcol.collect() 
7 for b in rowcol_coll: b.tofile() 
8 

9 offcol = A.filter(not InColumn(i)).map(MinPlus) 
10 

11 A = sc.union([diag, rowcol, offcol]) \ 
12 .partitionBy(partitioner, p) 

6.5 Experimental Analysis 

To benchmark all four implementations, we performed a set of experiments on 

a standalone Apache Spark cluster with 32 nodes and GbE interconnect. Each 

node in the cluster is equipped with two 16-core Intel Skylake (Intel Xeon Gold 

6130 2.10GHz) processors with 32KB L1 and 1024KB L2 cache, and 192GB of 

RAM (thus the cluster provides total of 1,024 cores and 6TB of RAM). Moreover, 

each node has standard SSD drive available, which Spark uses for local data 

staging (available local storage is 1TB). We note that the use of SSDs is essential 

for Spark performance, since all data movement in Spark involves staging in 

the local storage. The local storage is complemented by shared GPFS storage 

that executors can use for additional communication (e.g., as in case of Blocked 

Collect/Broadcast algorithm). 

In all tests, Spark driver was run with 180GB of memory, to allow effcient 

management of complex RDD lineages. For the same reason, we run the driver 

on a dedicated node separately from Spark executors. We allocated one execu-

tor per node using the default confguration for the number of cores, i.e., each 

executor was using all available cores in a node. All executors were confgured 

to use 180GB out of the available 192GB, with the remaining memory available 

to the operating system and Python interpreter. We note that we tested differ-

ent Spark runtime confgurations, including executor-to-core ratio, memory use 

fractions, etc. [103], without noticeable difference in performance. 
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Our entire software is implemented in Apache Spark 2.2 pySpark, and Python 

2.7. Compute intensive linear algebra operations and sequential Floyd-Warshall 

algorithm are offoaded to bare-metal via NumPy and SciPy that are confgured 

to work with the Intel MKL 2017 BLAS library. Finally, we use Numba 0.35 for 

just-in-time compilation whenever required. Our entire software is open source 

and available from 

6.5.1 Test Data 

All four APSP solvers are oblivious to the structure of input graph, and in our 

implementations we do not include optimizations to target any specifc graph 

properties. Consequently, the scalability of every solver is a function of graph 

size expressed only by the number of vertices, n. Therefore our input data is 

simply a set of synthetic Erdős-Rényi graphs. In all graphs, the probability of 
(1+e)·ln(n)edge, pe, is set to pe = , with e = 0.1. The particular choice of e is to n 

make graphs generation fast, and we report it only for the sake of reproducibil-

ity. We note that taking pe larger to increase likelihood of connectivity in no way 

adversely affects our performance, as we disregard the cost of populating RDD 

that stores the adjacency matrix A, and each of our approaches scales only with 

n. In our tests, we consider graphs for n up to 262,144. 

At this point we wish to reiterate that the performance of our methods is 

in no way impacted by any properties of the graph aside from the number of 

vertices n. 

6.5.2 Block Size and Sequential Components 

In the frst set of experiments, we setup a baseline for subsequent comparisons 

by analyzing performance of the key functional elements, MatProd combined 

with MatMin and FloydWarshall, depending on the block size b. These build-

ing blocks will be dispatched by Spark for sequential execution, and hence their 

performance will be critical to the overall performance. Moreover, in all our im-

plementations, the block size directly affects level of available parallelism, and 

level of data movement. If the block size is too large, we may be spending too 

much time in a sequential execution or staging data blocks in the auxiliary stor-
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age, and we may not be able to leverage all executors. On the other hand, if 

block size is too small, overheads due to tasks scheduling and data shuffing, or 

creating many small fles in the auxiliary storage, may dominate the execution. 

Hence, the block size should be selected carefully. 

To test the sequential components, we call the corresponding functions di-

rectly from Python, the same way as they would be invoked by Spark, i.e., Floy-
dWarshall via SciPy with Intel MKL, and MatProd and MatMin via Numba. To 

test the actual solvers, we use our pySpark implementations. In all tests, we 

look at the observed execution times. Results of these experiments are reported 

in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

Figure 6.2 shows how block size, b, affects the time of processing a single 

adjacency matrix block. As expected, the runtime increases roughly as O(b3), 

in line with the asymptotic behavior of the underlying algorithms. For b up to 

approximately 3,000, sequential operations can be executed very quickly, pri-

marily because adjacency matrix fts in cache memory. Given available Skylake 

cache, the approximate size for processing completely in L3 cache is around b = 

1810. Once b is above that threshold, runtime starts to grow rapidly, going into 

minutes. 

Figure 6.3 highlights the impact of partitioning granularity on the total ex-

ecution time. Here we focus on Blocked In-Memory (IM) and Blocked Collec-

t/Broadcast (CB) methods, as these are the best performing methods (see next 

subsection). 

Irrespective of the choice of RDD partitioner (we discuss partitioners later), 
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Figure 6.3: Example effect of block size on the execution time of Blocked In-
Memory (IM) and Blocked Collect/Broadcast (CB), depending on the choice of 
block size, partitioner and partition size. Top: default Spark partitioner. Mid-
dle: our multi-diagonal partitioner. Bottom: distribution of RDD partition sizes 
incurred by both partitioners when B = 2. Problem size n = 131072 run on 
p = 1024 cores. B indicates the number of RDD partitions per core. 

the runtime of both methods frst decreases, and then grows with the growing 

block size. When the block size is too small (b < 1024), the Blocked In-Memory 

solver fails. This is because the volume of the data that has to be staged in 

local SSDs due to shuffing exceeds the storage capacity of our cluster (in our 

case, each node is equipped with 1TB of local storage). Specifcally, data repar-

titioning (call to partitionBy in Algorithm 9, line 15) triggers data shuffing 

in each iteration. Because shuffed blocks are spilled to the local storage and 
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preserved for fault tolerance, the storage requirement grows linearly with the 

number of iterations. At the same time, eliminating the call to partitionBy is 

not an option: without repartitioning step the number of partitions in the RDDs 

created via union (Algorithm 9, line 12) would quickly explode since in Spark 

each component RDD preserves its partitioning when in union. The excessive 

number of partitions would degrade performance of the combineByKey step, 

and would add signifcant scheduling overheads. We note that this issue does 

not affect Blocked Collect/Broadcast, because the volume of the data we man-

age is smaller (recall that here we avoid creating copies of the data blocks), and 

repartitioning is thus less aggressive. 

The results above confrm the impact of the block size on the performance 

of our APSP solvers. They suggest also that accelerating single block computa-

tions, e.g., by delegating them to GPGPU, could further improve performance 

of the solvers. Specifcally, since with acceleration we should be able to process 

larger blocks in the same time limit, we could reduce the number of iterations 

required by the solver without signifcantly affecting the cost of individual iter-

ations. 

6.5.3 Tuning Performance of the Solvers 

In the next set of experiments, we take a closer look at the performance of our 

solvers in relation to RDD partitioning scheme that we use to distribute RDD 

with matrix A. In Figure 6.3, we can observe that both partitioning function as 

well as the number of RDD partitions per core (parameter B) affect the runtime, 

and hence tuning them may lead to better performance. 

The effciency of each of our APSP methods depends on data locality. Ide-

ally, to reduce the number and frequency of Spark data shuffes, blocks that are 

paired for computation should be assigned to the same partition, and partitions 

should be evenly distributed between executors. We should keep in mind how-

ever, that even then there is no guarantee that the executor maintaining given 

partition will be responsible for its processing. Thus, to provide a room for 

load balancing, the ratio between the number of partitions and the number of 

available cores should be more than one (per Spark guidelines [103], the num-
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Figure 6.4: Data layout induced by our multi-diagonal partitioner. Blocks with 
the same index are assigned to the same RDD partition. 

ber of partitions is recommended to be 2×-4× the total number of cores, i.e., 

2 ≤ B ≤ 4). 

In our implementation we consider two partitioners. The frst one is the 

default Spark partitioner, called Portable Hash (PH), which is available in pyS-

park as method portable hash. This is the partitioner that one would use ad 
hoc. The partitioner is expected to distribute RDD uniformly at random by com-

puting a hash code for Python tuples (I, J), which are used as keys in all our 

RDDs. The resulting hash values aim at equal distribution of RDD partitions 

between executors, but provide no guarantee on achieving data locality desired 

by our solvers. 

The second partitioner is our multi-diagonal partitioner (MD). The assign-

ment of matrix blocks to partitions induced by this approach is outlined in Fig-

ure 6.4. The idea behind MD partitioner is to explicitly place blocks that are 

in the same column- and row-block into separate partitions, while maintaining 

equal block distribution between the partitions. The strategy is especially criti-

cal to Blocked In-Memory and Blocked Collect/Broadcast methods, as it enables 

us to avoid bottlenecks in Phase 2 of these algorithms. At this point we should 

note that MD partitioner may seem counter-intuitive from the perspective of 

matrix algorithms based on 2D decomposition. Typically, such algorithms in-

volve some form of grid-based partitioning to optimize communication pat-
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terns. However, as we mentioned earlier, in Spark we have limited control over 

which executors handle which partitions. Therefore, the best strategy is to use 

partitioning which will give scheduling fexibility to Spark runtime. 

In Table 6.3 we quantify the effect of the block size and the partitioner on 

the performance of each solver. Here several observations stand out. First, Re-

peated Squaring and 2D Floyd-Warshall both are infeasible on large problems, 

with projected execution times going into days. The poor performance is espe-

cially pronounced for 2D Floyd-Warshall. Even though from the computational 

point of view the method is asymptotically comparable to the blocked methods, 

it suffers from unfavorable balance between computations and data movement 

– each iteration involves O(b2) operations, the number of iterations is linear in 

the problem size. Repeated Squaring on the other hand shows very good per-

formance in single iteration, but this is insuffcient to compensate log(n) higher 

number of iterations (compared to the blocked methods). 

The second observations is that the effect of partitioner depends on the block 

size, and on factor B. When the block size is small, the difference between 

PH and MD partitioners becomes negligible. This is because partitions be-

come fairly balanced just by chance, as we have many blocks to distribute, and 

even when partitions are slightly unbalanced, the difference in runtime becomes 

marginal owing to the small block size. Conversely, for the large block size the 

impact of the partitioner on runtime becomes critical. Figure 6.3 (bottom plot) 

explains this effect in case of blocked methods. The PH partitioner consistently 

fails to evenly distribute blocks to RDDs, which is caused by suboptimal choice 

of the hashing function (inspection of Spark code reveals that it uses XOR based 

mixing of elements of the tuple, which in case of upper-triangular matrix leads 

to many collisions). The resulting skew in hash distribution translates directly 

into poor runtimes (Figure 6.3 top plot). This is especially pronounced for the 

Blocked In-Memory method when B = 1. In this case we have to deal with very 

large and unbalanced partitions with no room for load balancing by dynamic 

scheduling. Additionally, we run multiple repartitioning steps with their shuf-

fing operations, which ultimately result in unbalanced spills to local storage. 

We note that because Blocked Collect/Broadcast mitigates shuffing, it performs 

signifcantly better. 
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The last observation is with respect to the over-decomposition factor, B. 

From our results it is clear that the Spark guideline of having B > 1 is im-

perative. However, since in our solvers the total number of blocks to distribute 

is a function of the block size, for larger p we may easily end up with B = 1. In 

such situations, it may be advantageous to scale down p to increase B without 

decreasing block size b. This strategy however ultimately limits the scalability 

of the method. In our tests, most of the time we were able to maintain B = 2. 

6.5.4 Scalability Tests 

We now turn our attention to scalability of the solvers. We focus only on Blocked 

In-Memory and Blocked Collect/Broadcast, since the other two methods cannot 

be expected to scale to larger problems (see Table 6.3). We perform weak scaling 

analysis, as it can be considered a typical use scenario for Spark (i.e., we increase 

cluster size to solve larger problem instances). 

To assess scalability we measure operations per second (ops), which we ex-
3n 

press as , where Tp is the time taken to solve the APSP problem of size n
Tp 

using p cores. Considering that the key computational building blocks used by 

our solvers have complexity O(n3), the measure is a good proxy to assess the 

performance. For convenience we are reporting giga-ops (Gops) normalized 

with respect to p (Gops/core). Our reference point is T1 – the time taken for a 

proportional problem on a single core using effcient sequential Floyd-Warshall 

as implemented in SciPy and tested in Section 5.2. 

Results of the experiment are summarized in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.5. Here 
n 

we maintain = 256 to ensure that the largest resulting problem (i.e., n = 
p 

262144) is feasible given the hardware resources we use in the tests. Moreover, 

for each method and every problem size, we use our multi-diagonal partitioner, 

and we select the optimal block size, b, following the arguments given in the 

previous sections (we report block size in Table 6.4). Finally, for n = 256 we 

record T1 = 0.022s, which translates into 0.762Gops. 

Our results show that as expected Blocked Collect/Broadcast outperforms 

Blocked In-Memory. Moreover, for the largest problem size (p = 1024), Blocked 

In-Memory runs out of space in the local storage, and is unable to fnish process-
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Figure 6.5: Weak scaling of blocked methods. 

ing. Both methods show rather stable scaling that saturates around p = 256. For 

p < 256 performance is slightly degraded, which we attribute to Spark sched-

uler: for the small problem size, the number of RDD partitions per core is one, 

and that limits optimal resources utilization (note however, that choosing dif-

ferent block size does not improve performance). For p = 1024, the Blocked 

Collect/Broadcast solver achieves 78% Gops/core with respect to the sequential 

solver, which we consider quite good result taking into account all Spark-added 

overheads. We should keep in mind though that Blocked Collect/Broadcast is 

not fault-tolerant. 

6.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we proposed and analyzed four different implementations of 

APSP solver using Apache Spark. We demonstrated that by separating core 

computational functionality from the data and tasks distribution problem, we 

can implement APSP in pySpark in just few compact lines of code (including 

usual boilerplate). Our Blocked-CB method is able to handle large graphs in 

acceptable time limits, but it requires compensating missing Spark functionality 

(e.g., broadcasts from arbitrary source) with solutions outside of the Spark API. 

Consequently, the method depends on persistent storage for data broadcasting 

and thus is not fault-tolerant. 
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6.6.1 Takeaway Points 

To conclude our presentation, we wish to offer several takeaway points regard-

ing design and implementation of APSP in Apache Spark. First, while the Spark 

API makes it look easy to express a solver and forget about volume of the data 

this solver must handle, technical nuances make it equally easy to deliver an 

ineffcient solution. For example, disregarding how RDD lineages evolve, and 

how RDD unions are realized, leads to over-partitioning that in turns overloads 

Spark scheduler (we mention this issue in Section 5.2). Hence, programmer 

must be constantly aware of how different Spark transformations and actions 

are realized to avoid or mitigate unnecessary overheads. Second, data parti-

tioning and communication (or data movement) are as critical as in any HPC-

oriented platform. For example, carefully choosing block size b and using a 

new multi-diagonal partitioning scheme (Section 5.3) were critical to scale our 

solvers. Thus, programmer should not depend on default options provided by 

Spark, which most likely will be suboptimal. Finally, high-level problem de-

composition that isolates computationally heavy elements from those respon-

sible for computations coordination is essential. Without that decomposition 

(given in Table 1) we would not be able to achieve as compact Spark solvers as 

we presented. Furthermore, this decomposition enables us now to investigate 

hybrid models combining Spark with, e.g., GPGPUs. 
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Table 6.3: The effect of block size on execution time. 

Method Partitioner 
b 

Decomposition 
Iterations Single 

Time 
Projected 

Repeated Squaring MD 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

18432 
9216 
4608 
2304 
1152 

45s 
2m23s 
5m6s 
19m45s 
51m47s 

9d16h 
15d8h 
16d8h 
31d15h 
41d10h 

PH 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

18432 
9216 
4608 
2304 
1152 

44s 
2m7s 
6m5s 
18m39s 
1h15m 

9d11h 
13d13h 
19d12h 
29d21h 
60d6h 

2D Floyd-Warshall MD 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

262144 
262144 
262144 
262144 
262144 

21s 
18s 
17s 
18s 
20s 

64d11h 
53d10h 
51d22h 
55d7h 
61d9h 

PH 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

262144 
262144 
262144 
262144 
262144 

21s 
18s 
16s 
20s 
19s 

65d8h 
55d10h 
49d7h 
60d3h 
56d9h 

Blocked-IM MD 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

1024 
512 
256 
128 
64 

51s 
1m11s 
1m55s 
3m44s 
7m21s 

14h29m 
10h8m 
8h12m 
7h59m 
7h51m 

PH 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

1024 
512 
256 
128 
64 

48s 
1m14s 
2m12 
4m3s 
8m49s 

13h32m 
10h33m 
9h23m 
8h39m 
9h24m 

Blocked-CB MD 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

1024 
512 
256 
128 
64 

48s 
1m1s 
1h40m 
3m18s 
8m23s 

13h35m 
8h40m 
7h8m 
7h4m 
8h57m 

PH 256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4096 

1024 
512 
256 
128 
64 

46s 
1m3s 
1m51s 
3m51s 
9m23s 

13h12m 
9h4m 
7h54m 
8h15m 
10h2m 

n = 262144, p = 1024, B = 2 
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Table 6.4: Weak scaling of blocked methods. 

Method / p 64 128 256 512 1024 

Blocked-IM 
b 

4m2s 
1024 

14m20s 
1024 

35m33s 
1536 

2h17m 
2048 

– 
– 

Blocked-CB 
b 

2m50s 
1024 

11m0s 
1280 

34m16s 
1536 

2h11m 
2048 

8h9m 
2560 

FW-2D-GbE 
DC-GbE 

2m3s 
1m15s 

– 
– 

37m2s 
18m54s 

– 
– 

11h51m 
2h52m 

n 
p = 256, T1 = 0.022s 



Chapter 7 
Conclusion 

7.1 Conclusions 

The methods we propose in this work address several issues in non-linear spec-

tral dimensionality reduction. Our novel approaches extend NLSDR techniques 

to handle streaming data and dynamic process data, two instances where pre-

vious state-of-the-art methods struggle. Our methods not only have extend the 

use of NLSDR techniques to types of data where previously existing tools failed, 

but also have signifcant impact in the application domain. Though we demon-

strate their successes, there remain challenges. For example, in information re-

trieval, corpora capturing evolution of documents over time are large and high-

dimensional. Though we may understand the behavior of such data using, e.g. 

Entropy-Isomap, the datasets are too large to process using sequential methods. 

To tackle this and other large datasets we propose large-scale approaches for 

manifold learning. 

Furthermore, our scalable techniques allow for processing datasets an order 

of magnitude larger than before. The development of these tools under the 

Spark model brings these techniques to a large, diverse audience of non-HPC 

specialists. 
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7.2 Open Problems 

While the methods developed throughout have impact, there are both existing 

challenges and new problems identifed as a result of this work. A long term 

objective for this work is the development of an online platform for learning 

manifolds, which may be constantly changing, from streaming data generated 

by a variety of devices (e.g. personal devices, wearables). Such real-world data 

are sampled from distributions where it would be impractical to assume the ar-

riving data points uniformly sample the underlying manifold. This requires ca-

pabilities for autonomous selection and application of the correct NLSDR tech-

nique, monitoring learned manifold quality, and identifcation of the transition 

point (for switching to lightweight streaming techniques). Further challenges 

are arise when the underlying manifold is changing over time, requiring tech-

niques and effcient tools to identify changes and recompute the manifold as 

new data continues to arrive. 

Additional problems remain that have immediate impact on our methods. 

For example, achieving further scalability of our APSP and Isomap methods 

in Spark by combining shared memory approaches, e.g. GPGPUs, OpenMP. 

To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing this work, there is little 

research on combining the Spark model with GPGPUs or other shared memory 

models. We currently perform operations at the block level sequentially using 

BLAS operations. Alternatively, we may investigate the use of GPUs, e.g., to 

process larger blocks. This will accelerate processing individual blocks while 

shortening the length of the critical path in our algorithms. Such an approach is 

non-trivial, as it requires taking into consideration how many cores to assign to 

Spark executors for shared memory processing, as well as reconciliation of the 

Spark scheduler and GPU scheduler, for example. 

There remains opportunity for investigation of k-nearest-neighbors search 

using the Spark model. In our implementation of Isomap for high-dimensional 

datasets using Spark, we’ve presented evidence supporting our choice to imple-

ment a direct solver. However, there remain applications where solving kNN for 

data with d ≤ 10 is critical. The current state-of-the-art approach uses Voronoi 

partitioning and the Apache Hadoop Map-Reduce model.Such an approach as-
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signs n data points to m Voronoi partitions, and uses geometric properties of 

the data to reduce number of overall comparisons. Spark offers additional op-

portunity to partition data to improve performance, e.g. custom partitioner for 

improved data locality of Voronoi cells on the Spark cluster. 

These are only a few of the many problems related problems. As data contin-

ues to grow and the new sources of data emerge at various scales, e.g. from per-

sonal devices to smart cities, so to will the challenges presented. In the decade 

plus that has passed since their emergence, NLSDR techniques have shown to 

be robust to non-linear data sources in a variety of felds. As this work has 

shown, NLSDR techniques remain relevant in the present and in the future. 
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